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LIST OF SYMBOLS

In certain instances a specific symbol has more than one meaning in order
to maintain familiar notation. In addition, certain parameters such as force
and momentum coefficients, chords, dynamic pressure, and angles of attack,
deflection, and injection can be taken in both streanmvise and normal planes.
For all such cases the particular meanings are clear in context.

ENGLISH

a parameter used in elliptic to circular transformation

al width of elliptic body cross section

A matrix of error differentials

A1 spacing parameter for rolled up vortex system, distance
between vortices = n/4 bA1

AR aspect ratio of wing in clean configuration

b wing span

•b! depth of elliptic body cross section

8 (1) error matrix

(2) ratio of vortex drag to that fnr elliptic loading at
same circulation parameter ro/2bV

C chord of wing, mechanical flaps extended

ca chord of wing plus Equivalent Mechanical Flap, mechanical flaps

extended

Cf chord of trailing edge mechanical flap in extended position

cn chord of nose flap in extended positicn

cavg average wing chord, mechanical flaps extended

€l section momentum coefficient based on extended mechanical chord

c f. lift ¢oonent of injected thrust based on extended mechanical
j chord

circulation lift for 2-0 sectiltn plus equi.alent mechanical
y flap, based on extended mechanical chord

vii



section total I 7t coefficient based on extended mechanical
• -.chord

CL wing total lift coefficient based on clean wing reference area

and freestream q, L/qSref

CL slope of lift curve dCL/dCaref01

CX axial force coefficient based on clean wing reference area and
freestream q, positive for forward acceleration,
acc. force/qSref

C1 'wing momentum coefficient based on total injected momentumclean
wing reference area and freestream q, J/qSref

C1 rolling moment coefficient, (moment)/qsb

CDP profile drag coefficient for vehicle, Dproflie/qSref
CDRAm total ram drag coefficient for all inlets, including that fur AW

flap inlet, DRAM/qSref

D body diameter

er span .fficiency of total vortex system (w'ng plus vortex sheet)

G circulation parameter r/bV

H EMF sizing functton

j flux of momentum injected per unit of span

J total flux of injected m-.intum

K wake factor, a - Kai

L total wing lift force

m number of control points across wing semispan

mass flux for 2-0 Jet

q dynamic pressure

function denoting inverse relation-hip between a and current
iteration error, *, - Q(c)

A% radius of curvature for 2-0 jet sheet

Sref wing reference area

u'vw velocities in xy,z directions, respeztively

viii



u,v integration variables

vj jet velocity, fully expanded flow

v'1,w' velocities in n, ý directions, respectively

V freescream velocity

x,y,z vehicle coordinates, positive downstream, to pilot's right,
and vertically, respectively

Z complex variable y + 1z

.• GREEK

a angle of attack, usually implies local section geometric angle
of attack

aref reference angle of attack, angle between freestream and

reference longitudinal axis

ai induced angle of attack at lifting line

ae effective section angle of attack, ae = a - ai

a6  flap effectiveness parameter (unpowered section)

(1) sideslip angle, position for crosswind from pilots right
hand side

(2) inclination of trailing vortex system to freestream,
positive downward

y local intensity of transverse vorticity on airfoil and jet sheet

r (1) lifting line bound voitex strength, for airfoil and EMF
ro = centerline value, r - spanwise average

"(2) wing dihedral angle, positive for tips above wing
centerl ine

6f main flap deflection

"6n nose flap deflection, positive for leading edge down

S •j jet Injection angle, measured positive downward from main flap
reference line
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6 ail aileron deflection

6Sf IBF auxiliary contro! flap deflection
a

e (1) error In ae, e = calculated ae minus guessed ae

(2) downwash angle

(1) normalized span station, 2y/b

(2) turning/spreading efficierncy for jet, fraction of injected
thrust projected into pitch plane

Sj injection angle of jet relative to stream direction

- wing taper ratio

"�", r body coordinates in 4 plane

A wing sweep angle, usually at quarter-chord

* span station, n = cosO

airfoil coordinate, see text and figures for subscripted and
superscripted meanings

a .- lewash angle

SUBSCRIPTS

v, n control point indices

Indicates conditions far downstream

s Indicates streamwise plane*

n indicates normal or simple sweep plane

p indicates pitch plane

I� indicates perpendicular to simple sweep plane

x
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ABBREVIATIONS

AW Augmentator Wing

BLC Boundary Layer Control

EBF Externally Blown Flap

EMF Equivalent Mechanical Flap

HL Hinge Line

IBF Internally Blown Flap

RMS Root Mean Square

USB upper Surface Blowing
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

1. OVERVIEW

The analysis of powered lifting systems of the jet flap type requires an
accounting of the mutual aerodynamic interference between the airframe (hard
bundary) and the jet efflux (soft boundary). This differs from the classical
Slnte,-ference problem in that boundary conditions of tangential flow must
additionally be satisfied over a surface whose unknown geometry is self-
"•daptl\.e in terms of both jet properties and hard surface loading conditions,
where such loading is partially defined by the jet interference.

The development of a very generalized analysis technique is hardly
feasible. However, the Externally Blown Flap (EBF), Upper Surface Blowing
(LSB), Internally Blown Flap (IBF), and the Augmentor Wing (Aw.) constitute a
family of powered llft~ng systems which are reducible to a common overall
aerodynamic concept, but which differ primarily in their mecl;anical implemen-
tation and secondarily in aerodynamic detail. This family is best thought of
as analogous jet flapped wings differing primarily in the spanwise distribu-
tion of the t-fflt momenta at the trailing edge.

This report presents a relatively simple technique based on careful
application of lineari-ed theory. The method applies to the analogous systems
mentioned ab-ve. The co.parlson of theoretlca! results with experimental data
showr that the method Is su+iciently accurate to be very useful In practice.

2. JET FLAP BACKGROUND

Thu basic concept of our treatment is the same as that of a number of
other theoretical approaches. (Sonie of I0helr feaiure, will be described sub-

* ~sequently.) The jet is consid~rtl' a.3 a thin sheet of fluid emerging from the
trailing edge of the wing. The flows, hoth insernal and external to this jet
sheet, are considered as Inviscid so thz. rio mixing or diffution takes plac.
Due to the pressure differences eiarted by the outer flow on the jet sheet it
is bent back. So far this s'-ape is unknown. According to this model the
effect of the JPE shtor on the external fleid is solely given by its geometry;
one could think of it at rigid. The pressure distribition, which determines
Its shape, is determined by the c-ndIions of dynamic equ1l!arlum with the
outer fi'dd. Because of thu pressure ."fference whi-h exists between the two
sides of the sheet, it can be represented by a vortex layer. All trallirg
vartices, those from the wing as weil -s those from the vortex distributiun
In the sheet, Wle on this sheet.

One should rmnember that the forces exerted on this sheet from the
outside are exactty aalanced by the momentum change of the jet within. The
forces exerted by the sheet on the outer fluw do not act dleectly on the wing.
A direct effec.t on the wing is given by the reaction of tie jet as it exits
from the wing, usually at its trailing e4ge. It is dete.mined by the momentum

SmI



coefficient of the jet and its direction. The pressure forces (in other words
the vortex distribution over the jet sheet) exerted by the jet sheet on the
outer flow cause a change of the pressure distribution over the wing. The
assessment of this effect Is the crucial step in the treatment of jet flaps.
It Is obvious that the vortex distribution in the sheet at stations close to
the wing is of primary importance. In practical computations, one frequently
prefers to determine the combined lift of the wing and of a suitable part of
the jet rather than the lift on the wing alone. In this case the redirected
jet momentum as it emerges from the "truncated" sheet is taken into account.
This merely amounts to a different kind of bookkeeping, which is made possible
by the fact that the outer forces on the sheet are balavced by the momentum
changes of the jet. Sometimes it may be desirable to go back to primary
quantities, namely, the lift on the wing by itself and the momentum of the jet
as it exits from the wing.

If one uses this model, then, for an infinite swept wing, the jet sheet
will have the shape of a (general) cylinder generated by straight lines
parallel to the l;ne along which the jet emerges. Of course, for a wing of
finite dimension this configuration will appear only locally. But this is the
region in which the vortex distribution on the jet sheet is of most importance.
Therefore, one can hope that by this idea the effect of the sheet vorticity on
the wing is rather well approximated.

The classical mathemat!cal treatment qf the two dimensional jet flap
problem is best typified by that of Spence l, which was corroborated by
Malvard's rheoelectric analogy(2), The physical model consists of a wing with a
simple-hinged mechanical flap from which a thin jet of fluid issues parallel
to the flap at the trailing edge. Flows both external to and internal to the
jet are inviscid, so that no mixing or diffusion takes place. The jet bends
rearward due to a pressure differential across it which results from its
interference with the external field. The loading over the jet is replaced by
a distribution of vorticity. The jet then becomes a vortex layer over which
the normal boundary conditions apply when the jet and external field are in
dynamic equilibrium.

The condition for dynamic equilibrium is that pressure forces across the
jet are balanced by centrifugal forces on each element of efflux, which
relates local vorticity distribution to jet radius of curvature and thus to
z", where z is the distance from the Jet to the wing reference plane (small
slopes assumed). This condition, together with the normal thin airfoil formu-
lation, leads to a pair of Integro-differentlal equations having as unknowns
(a) the vertex distribution of the airfoil and (b) the Jet parameter z" (and
hence the jet vortex distribution). The calculated jet boundary Is required
to conform to the injection angle at the trailing edge, and to be aligned with
the freestream Infinity, and the usu6l boundary conditions of tangential flew
apply over the airfoil and sheet.

Spence solved the problem for the specific case of a flat plate airfoil
and simple hinged flap, with the jet injected parallel to tPa flap. These
results have always been of great Interest since they serve as a comparative
baseline for assessing the utility of more approximate methods. Spence's
results are fairly accurate for many cases, and In fact give good results well
outside the nrmal bounds of linearized theory. At the same time, t;ey are

2



difficult to extend to include real wing characteristics such as a camber,
large leading edge devices, multi-hinged flap segments, and momentum
Injection which is nonplanar with the flap.

The extension of such concepts to three dimensional wings immediately
leads to far greater complications. As in the two dimensional case the jet
sheet vortex loading, with its interaction with the wing, is the critical
driving function, so that the impact of three dimensionality on its shape
requires careful assessment. The let sheet loading, being three dimensional,
also sheds its spanwise gradient of lateral vorticity, so that the accumulated
trailing vorticity increases to its asymptotic value at downstream infinity.

This problem has been attacked in numerous ways. Maskell and Spence(3)
developed first order trends by collapsing the chordwise dimension of both
wing and jet sheet to an elliptically loaded lifting line, and by assuming a
flat wake with the usual doubling of downwash from the loaded line tq the far
field. In applying Spence's previously developed section properties(1) an
additional factor must be taken into account, namely, that at the lifting line
the downwash is ai, but that the jet sheet far downstream is subjected to a
downwash angle &= = 2ai. The total jet turning angle is therefore (6j - 0i) -
(0.-ci), where 6j is the injection angle measured from the freestream direc-
tion. The jet sheet loading, and therefore section properties, are adjusted to
reflect a curve freastream. The section properties, in local flow coordinates,
are therefore in part determined by three dimensional downwash. The basic
elliptic loading results by Maskell and Spence can give good lift results for
nonelliptic cases, provided that appropriate part span factors are used, but
they are not suitable for calculating span load distribution and induced drag.

Other researchers have p.-oduced workable techniques while addressing
fairly generalized planforms and distributions of flap chord, flap deflection,
local momentum coeff jents and Injecti n angle. Song) of the more notable
works are due Dasl'), Lopez and Shen(5), Llssaman() , Hackett and Lyman(7),

and Davenport (a. The approach reported in Lhis document is in many ways a
llft:ng line counterpart of the Hackett-Lyman approach, but with some modifi-
cations in the assumptions. Davenport's method, which became available to
these authors filrly late in tt• study, is of considerable Interest since it
is also a lifting line technique, but which differs somewhat in approach,
assumptions, and method of solution.

It is pointed out that the sheet vortex loading is highest in the
vicinity of the wing, followed by a rapid decay. Cenerally, at some nominally
"short" distance downstrea..i, the substantially one-to-one conversion of jet
momentum lift to sheet vortex lift Is essentially complete, particularly
Insofar as its lift Interference with the wing is concerned. Accordingly, the
system may be suitably truncated for calculation of Interference between the
jet sheet and wing. Moreover, for most cases of present interest the sheet
roll-up occurring between the wing and truncation point is Ignored, although
this can be significant when spanw!se gradients are sufflciently large.
Addit!onally, questions arise concerning the nonplanar character of the wake,
since it is outside the wing refeaence plane and it may have considerable warp
due to spanwkse variations In both injection angle and downwash field. Even
so, the analysis has shown that a completely planar, linearized approach is
capable of giving good results although several factors neglected in the
linearization are known to be Individually significant.

3



3. APPROACH

The approach taken here is based on a completely planar system using
linearized theory and linearized boundary conditions. Moreover, it is based
on the assumption that, as far as its influence on the total lift of the wing
is concerned, the jet sheet can be approximated by a flat plate which
possesses, at the spanwise station considered, the inclination of the Injected
jet momentum and a (unknown) length In the streamwise direction which is
determined by properties of the Jet sheet. Details will be discussed later.
The solution involves iteration of the spanwise-varying length of a flat sheet
whose inclination is that of the Injected momenta, in contrast to the
classical problem of shape calculation.

The primary objective of this program was the calculation of rolling
moments and sidewash in sideslip. However, such calculations necessarily
require accuracy In span loadings and a clear distinction between vortex
forces and "residual" efflux momentum forces, thereby providing the informa-
tion essential to an accurate assessment of CL - a and CL - CX relationships.

/d
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4 SECTION II

THEORY

The analysis procedure given in this report consists of a swept lifting
line approach to the analysis of Jet flap type systems in sideslip. The
method makes use of the Equivalent Mechanical Flap Concept (EMF) for calcula-
tion of powered section properties. First order fuselage Interference is
taken into account. There are certain elements and special considerations
which require explanation. The following text is confined primarily to these
areas and to the manner in which they fit into the total picture.

This section considers the two dimensional EMF in both uniform and curved
streams, the particular boundary conditions i;ed, fuselage interference, the
nonlinear system of equations and method of iL,'.tion, the circulation and
residual jet lifts, the assessment of axial force (partly as a point of vali-
dation for span load distributions), and sidewash and downwash. These areas
are summarized in Figure 1.

1. THE TWO DIMENSIONAL EQUIVALENT MECHANICAL FLAP IN A UNIFORM FREESTREAM

a. Physical Considerations.

A typical 2-D jet flap arrangement Is illustrated in Figure 2. The
condition for dynamic equilibrium of the sheet is that the pressure differen'-
tial across the jet locally balances the centrifugal force of the jet efflux.
For siall perturbations this leads directly to

j pVR 0V

so that the jet sheet lift exerted over the region between the trailing edge
and some arbitrary location downstream, say x - x', 14

X4 xf

aJ oVYjdx- mjvjz' J - J(Oj - B(x'))_ - jLj ( -
f I (0j- B~i))0j

X a XTE X"XTE

where 0 Is the total injection angle relative to .he freestream direction.
Thus, the accumulated vortex lift equals the difference in the lift component
of the jet between the two statioos. Typically the curvature z" is large near
the trailing edge, followed by a rapid downstream decay, so that B/O typically
becomes very small a short distance downstream. This Is especially true for
nominal momentum coefficients. The distance In chords required for 3/0 to

!.5



degenerate to a specified level increases with increasing momentum,
Cp. It also increases with increasing levels of the power-off lift of the
mechanical system, since a pre-existing local flow inclination of the trailing
edge reduces the effective jet disturbance for a specified injection angle.
Thus the sheet geometry is sensitive to C., angle of attack, flap chord, flap
deflection, airfoil camber, and injection angle.

In 1958 Jacobs and Paterson(9) proposed that the two dimensional analysis
be simplified by replacing the sheet by a finite-length curved hard surface
flap characterized by semi-empirical logarithmic-type shape functions, and
establishing by Iteration a chordwise extent of flap sufficient to carry the
total vortex lift on the sheet. The results of their study compared very well
with experimental data.

Parallel studies considered a simpler case in which the sheet was
replaced b- a straight mechanical flap which was deflected parallel to the jet
injection .angle. The procedure is basically simple, since it Is only required
to establish with thin airfoil theory an extended length Ac which carries a
lift c1 sin 6 In the presence of the actual airfoil. The calculated lift
results wre also quite good. This is the approach used in this report.

b. Derivation.

For completeness, the discussion which follows reiterates the
orlgine,' derivation of Jacobs nj Paterson(9) and the closed form solution
given iro-e recently by Hackett17 .

Ir is presumed that a flat mechanical flap extension, henceforth referred
to as the Equivalent Mechanical Flap (EMF), can be used to represent the lift
aspects of the jet sheet. The direct jet lift and accordingly the sheet
vortex lift, is cp sin 0, and an EMF length will be established so that

4 C- sin 0 a ACZEMF,

In order to do this, reference is made ýo munk's integral theorems for
thin airfoils (see Ref. 10, Section E.11, Equations 9.14. 9.20). These are
written

2.f

• V (" )Cot sinif d, +
its I 2 2w c/4 In'

0

21:

[- z ( f o d

0
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where the notation is adapted to that shown in Figure 3. These equations
combine to give

21T

V f dz sinp +1 c dp•sln) (- ) (cot s c s2d

irsinip' f dx ~ (o2L.

Consider the special case shown in Figure 3 iher'- dz/dx is constant ocei
an element of airfoil defined by 0 < *< i . The y distribution due to thit
element is, based on the preceding expression,

(0 4V
d- 2..i._ (cot 2 sinO + 1 + Cos*) d (

2 V (-x) J2

The identity

cot 1 sini a cot slne' - cosO - coO'
2 2

allows Eq (1) to be written

M( i 0 ( cot + 2sIN

2 V (_ dz) 2 srr

which is dirtctly integrable to

tn +. in s• n (2)

Now consider the region 0 • ' ai•. which will subsequently become the equi-
valent mechanical flap. The lift induced on this region is

1
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q C

Xl

C

which, with Eq (2), gives

dx2
at -tan +n - r llnsnW d' (3)

sin I

fo 
2

By rearranging Eq (3) one write5

2 I1 + 12 (4)
2(-, 2

where

(I cosi') + sini] do'

0

. sin

f•' njj -_t'0z 2 • [i+ e ----- 1• O



Cy incorporating the identities

.I
slnvpl a sin + cos Cos sin

2 2 2

s n* s + in cos + cos + n2 2. 2 2

The integral 12 becomes

2 f - du dv du dv1:+2 ['V( v- u , ,,2•uI +v+ .•. - ) + v - u +

0 (6)

= 2 uv,,,,n j

where

U Asin - , v asin
2 2

The final exp.-siion for Acj, from Eqs (4), (5) and (6), is

2 dz - s stn•

+2 sin sin•P In (7)

2 2 + A
2

which is thi total lift in the range 0 .• • < 1 ,due to a constant deflection
-dz/dx ovev' the range 0 d i . The corresponding total airfoil lift Is
obtained from Eq (7) with ý,, (load integrated oveir the entire chord).
That is. with -d•/dx i 4

9



c 2(ýp + SiQ~6

For a section lift curve slope act/act 21, this reduces to the familiar 016
relationship

cz = 2n a6 6 (8)

where

01 w+ s n ( 9 )

The preceding result may be generalized to a Act consisting of the total
contri~utions of N airfoil components (see Hackett and Lyman (7)). However,
the present case is restricted Lo a plane airfoil with nose flap, a single
main flap, and the EMF as showit !n Figure 4.

The elements are as follows:

Flap Sizo
Element Parameter, :. Weflect ion (-dz/dx_

0 < ý' cL A-r
- - n

0 << ýn ýn 6

0 0< <oo 6f

00

The elements z.- superimposed to 9!ve the airfoil geometry shown. The
following geometric relations apply

C 0. + (10)c' 2 l+co. I

2 !C 2

Cos (1 2)
2 2
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The length of the equivalent flap (or equivalent ý1) is now determined by the
requirement that the vortex lift exerted on it equals the total vortex lift of
the jet sheet. The total vortex lift on the EMF is obtained by applying
Eq (7) to all wing elements listed above and adding the results. The total
vortex lift of the jet sheet (referred to chord length c') is given by the
change of the vertical momentum in the jet sheet, that is, by

cu Sin(a + 6f + j) c_

where c. is referred to the geometric chord c. One thus obtains the final
equivalence relation

cV sin ( + 6f,+ 6) H (a, ) (13)

where

"H (c, *l)=

sin -

..1 a [ n) ( '. " sin~j) + 2 sin . ,: sin Z +±L In 2

1 + cosij,1 1 2 2 sin 4

+ ~ sin n

+ [6n] [ nj~it~ + ýsifn .- ýnl~~if + 2sin T - sin -7 In si n +"' ''

2
Ssin

+6 Cf) [000% + 0 sino, - ,.s$i.•' + 2sin 00 sin. 00 + 'I n 2 2
2 sin +o"•

2

.+6] [1] } (14)

In a similar manner the total airfoil lift is obtained by superimposing
the contributions of the four elements (see Eqs (8), (9)). The resulting lift
coefficient based on physical chord c, is then

CL- AN21 1 (2 6n) + Qa (01n) 6n, + (1640o1 6f 64(01)t ai (15)
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Since the jet is ultimately turned back to the direction of the free-
stream, and the aerodynamic drag of the combined wing and jet sheet is zero,
the axial force is given by

CX = (16)

as stated by the classical thrust recovery arguments.

Calculation of 'p1 in (14) to match the value of H specified in Eq (13)
required use of the relations (11) and (12). The quantity H is single valued
in $1 over the range 0 1 < n(dH/dp1 > 0), so that the initial guess ý1 =7r/2
establishes, by comparing left and right sides, which quadrant •1 falls within.
The second guess is the mid-range of the appropriate quadrant (t1 = f/4 or

ý1 =3-14), so that the second sector containing * 1 is reduced in size to •/ 2 n

in n steps.

The iterated value of p1 , with the corresponding 4o and *n, are used in
(15) For calculation of the lift. 0

It is reiterated that p1 , while sensitive to the direct jet lift ck sin
+( + + 60), is also sensitive to the size and deflection of each airfoil

element. This is of course reflected as a sensitivity of jet induced super-
circulation lift to the geometry of the mechanical system.

2. EFFECT OF LONGITUDINAL VARIATION IN THE INP',CED ANGLE

A longitudinal v;riation of the downwash angle, relative to its value ci
at the wing, will change the total sheet vortex load and its longitudinal
distribution. This will be taken into account only to the extent that it
changes the loading induced by the jet on the physical wing. Only the forward
portion of the jet sneet need be taken into account for determination of the
lift. The portion of the sheet taken inio account is subjected to the Induced
angle ai at its upstream edge and to the induced angle a at its downstream
edge (see Figure 5). The change of jet momentum in the direction normal to
the local flow at the wing is

c. [sin(a - ai + 6f + 6j) - sin ( -i)]

which is thý revised vortex lift to be carried by the EMF.

The appropriaLe lift equations are

c. [sin(a - ai + 6f + 6j) - sin(ý - ai)] = H (a - ai, ý1) (17)

where H(a - ai, ýi) is obtained from Eq (15) with a replaced by a - aj.
Correspondingly, section circulation lift Is obtained from Eq (15).

12



2f 6n[(c " " n) + t6 (Pn)'n + ci((0o)6f + a6 (I)6j (18)

C= cZ7 cosai + c1, sin B (19)

cZy + CP sin

It is emphasized that a - is the variation in downwash angle across
that portion of the jet sheet which is presumed to determine the super-
circulation or jet interference lift on the wing.

It is pointed out that $ = ci at the wing. If the entire sheet is taken
Into account, then a = , where, for an elliptically loaded system, 8 = 2ai
(flat wake) and ý = (4//I2 )ci (rolled wake). Thus, a - ci is at most of order
ai (flat wake) or -(0 - 4/n2) ai (rolled wake).

Since the variation a - cq is proportional to aI it is significant only
when ai itself is large. This condition is best typified by large C1 and
concentrated part. span blowing (high lift, low effective aspect ratio). For
such extreme cases consistently good lift results have been obtained simply
by assuming that B = ai and neglecting the downwash variation entirely. In
the computer programs Included in this report a is set equal to aI.

3. THE LIFTING LINE METHOD FOR SPAN LOAD CALCULATION

a. The Boundary Condition

The method reported here uses the strip approach and simple sweep
theory. Most methods based on this approach Impose the boundary condition of
tangential flow at the three-quarter chord location. A strict Interpretation
required the section lift curve slopes to be 2w; otherwise, a chordwise
adjustment In control point location Is required. In the present case the
lift curve slope of the airfoil plus EMF Is taken to be 21t, based on the
effective chord c'. However, the effective chord length c' is Itself
initially unknown in the 3-0 field since it is dependent on the Induced angle,
ai. Thus, enforcement of boundary conditions at the 3/4 chord point requires
that the physical locations of all control points be simultaneously iterated
along with ci. This would further require that Influence coefficients be
recalculated in each iteration step, (See Figure 6a.)

In order to minimize both computer time and potential convergence
problems the following approach Is used. it Is assumed that section proper-
ties are merely the response to an effective aftjle of attack Qe - Q - QI,
where ii Is evaluated at the lifting line Itself, normally taken as the 1/4
chord line. The boundary condition to be met at specified control points Is
then a,, 0 a - ci. The vortex or circulation lift due to the combined
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mechanical airfoil and EMF (czy for the equivalent airfoil) is represented as
a bound vortex on the quarter chord. The gradient of the distribution of
bound vorticity establishes the strength of the trailing vortices in the usual
manner. The induced angle consists of that Induced by the trailing vortices,
and, when the wing is swept, by the contribution of the bound vortex repre-
senting the opposite wing panel. (See Figure 6b.) This is in contrast to the
3/4 chord boundary condition which tequires the downwash contribution from all
vortex elements.

The computational procedure developed in this study is based on a straight
lifting line from wing root to tip, onto which all section properties are
lumped. In practice the location of a constant percent chord line is shifted
due to either mechanical flap extension or the EMF extension. This shift
depends upon the spanwise location. For a constant longitudinal shift of the
lifting line, all equations remain the same since all properties are lumped
onto the line itself. in this sense the procedure has a limited self-adaptive
capability. The user may elect to use any constant sweep line which is
believed to most effectively represent the wing and EMF by a straight bound
vortex. Good results have been obtained by using the quarter chord of the
basic wing planform, which indicates that this selection is not critical.,

b. Influence Coefficients of Lifting System

The loaded line and its associated trailing vortex system is
identical to the Weissinger approach given in Ref. 11 with the exception that
influence coefficients for downwash are calculated at the lifting line itself
rather than at the 3/4 chord location.

The calculation of downwash Influence coefficients is a straightforward
modification of those in Ref. (11), and only summary comments follow. The
method considers a distribution of bound vortex strength, r which Is continu-
ous along the lifting line and which vanishes at each wing tip. The r
distribution is allowed to be unsymmetrical. The downwash Integrals include
both r(bound vortex) and dr/dy (trailing sheet) in the Integrand. Integration
by parts allows the complete downwash Integral to be written as a function of
geometry and dr/dy only. By writing r in terms of $ (y - b/2 cos 0) and using
Multhopp's quadrature formula, the final influen~e coefficients avn are
obtained, giving

m

0Iv E '5 %n 6 n, v 1 , 2---m (20)

nut

where al. is the angle Induced In the streamwise plarae at span station ov and
Gn - r(On)/bV represents the bound vortex strength at %pan station On-
Stations Ov and On are standard for each specified m number of control points,
that Is, OV a vf/(m+l).
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For a given geometry the influence coefficients avn can be computed once
and for all. They do not depend upon the sizing of the EMF, which changes in
each Iteration step. The iteration Is described later.

c. Fuselage Interference on the Wing

The first order effect of the fuselage on the wing is generation of
a local flow inclination due to both pitch and sideslip, which is treated here
by superimposing onto the wing an equivalent change in local geometric angle
of attack. The method used is extremely simple, in that the wing is assumed
to be submerged in the field generated by the isolated body. Additionally,
the body is represented by a cylinder which extends to infinity in both
directions, and whose constant cross section is chosen as that of the body in
the vicinity of the inboard wing, where the effects are significant. For
simplicity, the body cross section is approximated by an ellipse, of arbitrary
axis ratio, whose center is arbitrarily located in the vertical direction. The
calculation of the fuselage cross flow is nonlifting about the fuselage itself,
so that its impact is confined to wing interference. Therefore, in the calcu-
lation program the interference angle of attack on the wing is treated as an
equivalent geometric wash-in or wash-out which is constant during the span
load iteration. In all subsequent discussion the geometric angle of attack of
each airfoil section is understood to consist of

Geom Body + (Incidence + (Twist + odyAa Body + La 0 + --- d (21)

where the last term is the result of geometric dihedral in sideslip. The
calculation of aa/aBody and Aa/h is g'ven in Appendix A.

d. The Nonlinear System and Method of Iteration

(1) Simple Sweep Considerations. In keeping with simple sweep
theory the boundary condition (ce -ct-ii) is imposed in the simple sweep plane.
However, the equation is unchanged In streamwise coordinates since the trans-
formation is the same for all a's. The system of equations in streamwise
coordinates is therefore

m

ae ,v " vn Gn v - 1, 2, - m (22)

nwl

where

G (23)
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Equation (22) represents a system of m equations for m unknown values of aev,
since a. and avn are specified by the geometry and since Gn is ultimately
expressible in terms of aen. The circulation function Gn(aen) Is expressible
in terms of the section circulation lift coefficient given by Eq (18), with
a - ai replaced by ae (note that sweep must be taken into account). The
quantity t1 which occurs in Eq (18) is expressed by Eq (17) in terms of
geometric quantities, momentum coefficient, and ae. Thus, one can write

Gn = Gn(aen) (24)

where this reiation encompasses a rather lengthy algorithm involving Eqs (18)
and (17), and the simple sweep conversions given in Figures 7 and 8.

(2) Iteration. For the special case of zero momentum coefficient
the quantity ý1 is zero so that Eq (22) is linear in the unknowns aev. In
the general case the system is nonlinear and iteration is required.

Equation (22) may be written

m

aev - av + I avn Gn(aen) = ev v = 1,2 ... m (25)

n= I

ev = 0

or, in vector form

Le 0 (26)

where the star superscript indicates the actual solution.

In the vicinity of the solution aev , cl v 0, one h,by make the
linear approximation

m

ev " 3 (Cen M ce*) v - 1,2 ... m (27)

n-1
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or alternatively

c e + e n v = 1,2 ... m (28)Ote V cte v +a~ n cn

n=I

Now make a guess for the m values of cev. These are used in (25) to calculate
the error ev. The root mean square error is calculated for future reference.
The gues3ed ae and the calculated error c are substituted into Eq (28). The
result is m number of equations which are linear in the m values of ae* and
linear in the m2 number of partial derivatives ace,/aen. The m equations
involve a total of m (m+l) unknowns. By making avtotal of m+l linearly
independent guesses one has m (m+1) equations and m (m+1) unknowns.

The equations are solved for ce* which are then used in (25) to obtain
corresponding errors and the RMS error. The guess whose RMS error is greatest
is replaced by the "improved guess" ae*. The approximately linear relation-
ship(2 8 ) is thus updated and a new value of ae* is calculated. The iteration
is terminated when the RMS value of ae* Is within a prescribed tolerance.

e. Three Dimensional Residual and Total Lift

With the iterated effective angle of attack known at m points across
thL span, the corresponding section circulation lift is calculated and numeri-
cally Integrated to give total circulation lift for the wing and EMF combined.
There is, in addition, a residual momentum lift, which must be taken into
account. Within the framework of simple sweep theory (infinite yawed wing),
there are no pressure or area gradients in the spanwise direction, so that
loads and momentum changes are due only to the velocities and geometry which
project onto the simple sweep plane. Although particles of fluid move along a
nonplanar path, the pressure distribution Is defined by the propagation of
that motion onto the simple sweep plane. The classical arguments are readily
extended to include the momentum injection when the momentum vector lies In
the simple sweep plane.

In the general case the jet has a component of mnentum normal to the
simple sweep plane, and the skew angle between the jet and the simple sweep
plane is denoted by c as shown In Figure 8. The component of momentum
Jn a j cosc which liek in the simple sweep plane, Is turned back parallel to
the projection of the Incident stream onto the slimple sweep plane. The compo-
nent which is injected perpendicular to the simple sweep plane, jA, - j sine,
Is unaffected and it must be transported Intact during the turning process.
Thus, the simple sweep theory still applies to this case without modification.
Therefore, the projections of all relevant quantities, Including the Injected
momentum vector, onto the simple sweep plane have been used as the basis for
calculation of sectio circulation properties.
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Consider now the corresponding residual lift. This lift teim consists of
the projection of two vectors onto the airplane lift axis. The two vectors
are (a) the component which is injected normal to the simple sweep plane and
transported intact during the turning in the simple sweep plane and (b) the
airplane component which has been turned parallel to the incident stream in
the simple sweep plane. The geometry is shown in Figure 9 The components
perpendicular to, and contained by the simple sweep plane are denoted by j!
and Jn, respectively. The residual lift is then

91residual = tn cos(A ± 8) + j. s~n(A + 8)1 sin as, (29)

where the upper and lower signs correspond to the left and right hand paneL',

respectively. In terms of the injection skew angle, c, one has

Jn = j cosC

j, = j sine

from which the residual lI ft , Eq (29), becomes

Zresidual = j cos (A ± B - e) sin ais (30)

This expression is integrated across the span to give the total residual lift.

It is noted that the residual lift in Eq (30) is not defined exclusively
by conditiotis in the simple sweep plane. At 6f + 6j= 0 the preceding term
corresponds exactly to the momentum compontent which is injected onto the plane
containing the freestream velocity vector and the airplane lift axis (pitch
plane when 8 0). In general, for 6f + 6j 0 0, the component injected within
the aforementioned plane is

jp - j(cos2 (A ± ý -E) + sln2 (6f + 6j) (cos 2c sin2 (A± i))

"-2 [(1 - cos(6f + 6j)) sine cosL sin(A to) cos(A±to)]1

If 6f + 6j is not too large, this may be approximated by

jp , jcos(A i 8 - C) I + cos' (A ± - - (31)

In the ranges of A t 0 and 6f + 6j for which linearized theory is expected to
apply, this expression is not seriously different from the term j cos, t a-c
used in the calculation of the residual lift.
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f. Rolli.g Mcments in Sideslip

Rollins• mnoments in sideslip are obtained by integrating the moment
of the total lift distribution, regardless of how direct jet thrust lift is
split between residual and vortex lift. This Is given by

1

(l f (c/total c/cavg.) ndnC(Roll) =4 (~oa

The present computer program is restricted to symmetrical geometry and
momentum Injection at arbitrary sideslip. The extension to cover the more
general case of engine-failed rolling moments and aileron/flap lateral trim
and control is straightforward since only a cp and aileron/flap input
generalization is required.

g. Axial Force

This portion of the study was originally conducted as a check on the
total span load distribution, its split between residual and vortex lift, and
the entire concept. The program modifications to do this are negligible. The
Cx calculations to date give additional confirmation of both concept and com-
putational accuracy and are of course extremely useful in themselves.

The following considerations are pertinent. First, lift is of first
order in angle of attack, whereas axial force is of second order. Second,
lift is obtained as the sum of circulation lift and jet efflux momentum lift,
whereas axial force is obtained as a difference between jet efflux momentum
(thrust) and a circulation (induced) drag.

Inasmuch as a redirection of the jet produces changes In the total level
of circulation, it follows that axial force involves differences in terms
which can individually involve terms of second order in angle of attack, where
such second order thrust and drag terms become increasingly interactive for
increasing levels of aeropropulsive integration.

Specifically, it has been assumed in earlier discussion that the
character of the remote wake has negligible influence on the overall lift
characteristics. It Is also assumed that the local jet Is bent back parallel
to the local downwash angle and that additional Jet bending further dovnstream
Is sufficiently remote that its effects on lift can be ignored. Such
additional turning results in an additional conversion of thrust lift into
sheet circulation lift. This conversion Is on a one-to-one basis since it is
assumed to produce no significant effect on the wing. The corresponding
changes in residual thrust and In circulation or vortex drag do not compensate
because of their second order nature.

The axial force coefficient is calculated from Trefftz plane considera-
tions, for which a more precise breakdown of total circulation and thrust
forces is required. The bookkeeping difference is Illustrated In Figures 10(a)
and 10(b). The wing circulation lift, labeled "A," Is identical in both the
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near and remote fields. The total jet efflux lift, consisting of a circula-
tion lift "B" and a residual lift "C", is also identical. The particular
breakdown of "B" and "C" corresponding to the near field calculation (Figure

10(a) is not proper for axial force calculation. The more correct far field

breakdown is shown in Figure 10(b).

The method outlined in Appendix B takes into account this finer break-

down while making use of shape factors based on the spanwise distribution of
circulation forces obtained from the near field lift calculation already
described.

h. Sidewash and Downwash

In sideslip the planvlew of the trailing vortex system is skewed

from the airplane center.ine by the sideslip angle a (approximately). This
lateral displacement is of course taken into account in sidewash and downwash
calculation. However, the effects of the wake skew on the influence
coefficients avn is small and therefore neglected in the lift calculation. The
lift calculation establishes the vortex strengths from which sidewash and
downwash are calculated according to the Biot-Savart law.

4. SUMMARY OF METHOD

The preceding discussion has dealt with the individual program elements,

special considerations, and how they are used in the overall analysis.

in order to give a clearer overall view, the program with its more
essential features is summarized in the functional flow diagram shown In
Figure 11. The input-output details, with an example problem and print-outs,
are given in Appendix D. Computational details are not shown, but can be
obtained If required from the computer program listing given in Appendix E.
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SECTION III

COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

The comparisons shown in this section illustrate the capabilities of the
method. They are typical, are in no way selective, and are generally quite
good where the theory is expected to apply. Poor lift comparison is generally
confined to normal upper surface stall, to lower surface separation on leading
edge devices at negative angles of attack, and to cases where C. is too small
to maintain flow attachment over the flaps. Rolling moment comparisons are
good except for cases involving large pylons and nacelles, which are not con-
sidered in this analysis

1. BASIC LIFT COMPARISONS

Most comparisons shown here were made early In the program development
when unsymmetrical cases and axial forces were not yet treated, and are shown
mainly to illustrate the overall accuracy of the method.

Figure 12 shows a basic lift comparison for a rectangular, AR - 2.75 wing
without a mechanical flap. The data are from Reference 12 (Williams &
Alexander). It is noted that Das tested a substantially identical model
(Reference 13) for which the comparison is much better, as shown in Figure 13.

The lift curve slope at j - 0 is shown as a function of C. in Figure 14
for an AR - 5 rectangular wing(1 4 ). The three sets of data shown correspond
to different freestream velocities, for which the differences are minor. The
theoretical curve does not consider this since It is a function of Cu only.
The lift at a - 0 is shown in Figure 15, as a function of Cu, for both In-
board and outboard half span blowing. The theory correctly shows tht
Increased effectiveness of inboard blowing.

FIgure 16 shows a comparison for a more realistic I8F system tested by
Boeing(l5). The blown flap extends outboard to n - 0.75 and has a 40 degree
deflection. An additional jet deflection angle of about 100 occurs because of
the upper surface trailing edge angle. The comparison is extremely good.

Figure 17 illustrates the major features of a large scale IBF model
tested in the NASA-Ames 40 x 80 foot wind tunnel as a Joint AFFOL/NASA-Ames/
Lockheed program(16). The major features are segmented aileron-flap blowihg,
the Jacobs-Hurkamp expanding duct arrangement, and the trailing edge control
flap. The control flap has the capability of modulating the Jet Injection
angle at a fixed flap setting. Some lift comparisons are shown in Figures 18
thruugh 23 as various flap deflections and blowing arrangements. Lift perform-
ance with full span 30' flaps and full span blowing (constant soction CU is
shown in Figure 18. The effect of increa.Ing inboard flaps to 60 degrees is
seen by comparing with Figure 19. The 60/30 flap arrangement of Figure 19 is
shown in Figuri 20, for which Jet flap blowing is restricted to the 60 degree
inboard flap with BLC lcueldonly on the aileron. For these cases the
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comparison is generally good. Figures 21 and 22 show CLr and CLat a 0 as
functions of Cp for full span blowing with inboard/outboard deflections of
60/30 degrees and 60/60 degrees, respectively. It is clearly seen that
excellent comparison is reached at high blowing levels typical of the design
condition. It is noted that the blowing split between flap knee and
trailing edge is 13 vs. 87 percent of the total flap Cp.

Figure 23 compares theory and experiment for inboard/outboard flaps at
60/30 degrees, with Inboard jet flap blowing, and with the control jet de-
flected 40 degrees. The jet is thus injected at 100 degrees relative to the
wing plane, so that the optimistic theoretical result is to be expected.

2. LIFT AND AXIAL FURCE FOR ANALOGOUS JET FLAP SYSTEMS

This section compares calculated lift and axial force with experiment for
four large scale models tested In the NASA-Ames 40 x 80 foot tunnel. The
systems are the Internally Blown Flap discussed previously, the Augmentor Wing,
Externally Blown Flap and Upper SuJrface Blowing (References 16, 17, 18, 19).
The basic clean planforms and overall arrangements are similar for the four
cnses. System details are not shown; schematics are illustrated In Figures 17, 24
2i and 26. The EBF and USB calculatlons are based on estimated jet spreading.
Augmentor wing calculations use OC., rather than CU, where 0 Is the augmenta-
tion ratio under static conditions and CU Is based on primary (ejector)
thrust.. The calculated augmentor wing Cx values shown have not been corrected
for flap augmentor ram drag.

The compared results are sumnarized in Figures 27 through 30 for each of
the four high lift concepts at typical takeoff and landing configurations. it
is c*early seen that the present method accurately predicts the first order
perfo-ance differences among these concepts. These calculations shown in
Figures 27 through 30 are the first obtained by this method by persons other
than the authors. They were obtained by Messrs. Y. T. Chin and Lee Brandt, of
the Lockt.,P4-Georgia Company, without prior experience In either program usage
or "optimi4,id" geometric Interpretation of certain input parameters (e.g.
optimum rep:-esentation of US8 Coanda flaps by a single flap element).

A typical s,ýan loading Is shown In Figure )I although no experimental
data are available for comparison. This corresponds to the US$ configuration
cited in the precedini section at CU * 1.2. 4 - 51, and with flaps in landing
position (see Figure 3,). The wing circulation lift, ENF circulation lift
and residual nomentum lift are indicated in the figure. The load gradients
between successive flap p.mals are apparent. It is especially Interesting
that the fraction of direct i:ft converted to FMF vortex lift 14 about 25
percent. This is the direct res.Jlt of the severe load gradients at the edges
of the blown section, which in this case cause local downwash angles of 30 to
35 degrees. The effective injection angle (relativo to the local flow) is
thus reduced by about half.
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3. ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

The majority of comparisons shown here are for the large scale IBF model
shown earlier in Figure 26(20). These tests were made tail-on. Calcu-
lated wing-body results have therefore been corrected for rolling moments due
to the rather large vertical tail. Sidewash calculations were unavailable
when the comparisons wer,. made, so that the vertical tail correction was based
on standard DATCON techniques(21). This in no way Invalidates the comparisons
since the expected differences in vertical tail rolling moment are small com-
pared to the configuration total. Table 1 summarizes the range of variables
covered in the sideslip runs. The variables covered are angle of attack,
momentum coefficient, main flap deflection, and control flap deflection. All
runs were at 30 degrees aileron deflection, with jet flap levels of blowing
over the main flap and BLC blowing on the aileron.

Rolling moments fcw uniform 30 degree flap/aileron deflection are shown
in Figures 32(a) through (c), for a = 4 and 12 degrees and for Cu a 0.51, 1.01
and 1.52. The sensitivity of wingq-body rolling moment to angle of attack. is
compensated by the shift In vertical tail contrlbut'on. It is surprising that
the calculations are rather insensitive to variatitis in CU; nevertheless, this
fact is supported by experimental data.

The effect of Increasing the main flap deflection to 60 degrees is seen by
comparing Figures 32(b) and 32(d). At both a - 4 and 12 degrees this effect
Increases the rolling moment by about 35 percent.

Figures 32(e) through (g) cover the same a and Cp range as Figures 32(a)
through (c). The main flap/aileron/control jet deflections are 60/30/20/degrees,
respectively. A general Increase in rolling moment is apparent relative to the

worrespondlng 30/30/0 degrees arrangement.

Figure 32(h) shows results at CU = 1.05 only for the 60/30/40 arrangement.
Comparisons of Figures 32(d), (f) and (h) show a sizeable increase in rolling
moment due to increasing control flap deflection.

Rolli pg moment is shown in Figure 33 for the large scale USB model noted
earlier(19). The wing-body calculation corre'ted for vertical tail compares
less favorably than did comparable ISF results, which is most likely due to
the large over-the-wing nacelles. A coarse assessment of the nacelle contri-
bution is made as follows. The effect of fUselage size scales approximately
as (diameter)2 provides that the wing and body retain the same relative
position; In this case the fuselage. and nacelles are both approximately
snugged to the wing. Thus,

2i fn2 3 
.2
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for which it has been assumed that the fuselage effect and nacelle effects are
pure couples. For Dnac/Dfus 0.7, the nacelles are expected to cancel the
fuselage effect. The correction, ACZ, = +0.001 per degree, gives considerable
improvement, as seen in Figure 33.

The last comparison Is given in Figure 34 for the Boeing IBF model noted
previously (see Figure 16, Reference 15). The poor comparison is probably due
primarily to pllon-nacelle crossflow blockage in sidewash. The assumption that
fuselage crossflow Is effectively blocked allows removal of about ACk, t - 0.001
per degree. The cascade or flow straightening effect of the nacelles and
pylons also reduces the effective wing sideslip. Moreover, the pylon sideloads
due to sideslip shed vortices at each wing pylon juncture. The resulting four
couples give an additional positive increment in C1. No attempt is made here
to quantify the nacelle-pylon interference, which is an area requiring further
work.
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SECTION IV

EFFECTS STUDIES

This section presents a limited number of effects studies. The dependent
variab'es are rolling moment and sidewash derivatives; independent variables
are fuselagt shape, size, and vertical location relative to the wing, wing
sweep, goemetric dihedral, some planform effects, and distribution of trailing
edge blowing and injection angle.

It is not intended to provide a wide range of working curves, but rather
to illustrate the utility of the method and some first order trends. For this
reason the effects are generated, in general, as perturbations to a baseline
configuration, which is chosen as the large scale IBF model discussed
aarlier(20). The total blowing coefficient (based on wing reference area) is
Cu = 1.01, consisting of local blowing levels (based on extended chord) of
1.0294 for sections out to 70% span and 0.2628 for sections from 70% span to
the wing tip. The wing has a full span leading edge device which contributes
to a 14% chord extension. The leading edge device is 12.3% of the extended
chord and is deflected 60 degrees. The main aft flap is 30.7% of the extended
chord and is deflected 30 degrees. The control flap was at zero deflection;
that is, the jet exited parallel to the main aft flap. All the effects shown
are for a wing-body combination only. A common point of reference is in
general given in all the parametric effects studies. This common baseline
point is denoted by a circular symbol. Some effects studies are shown for off-
baseline cases, for which the corresponding secondary variations are noted.

1. ROLLING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

Figure 35a presents the effect of body size and shape on the incremental
rolling moment derivative, CX , due to the body. The effect of body size is
shown for both a constant bodý height, b, and body width, a. The effect of
body shape for a constant body •roptal area, Sr, is also given. The prediction
by Equation 5.2.2.1-c of 0ATCOM2M1 is shown as the dashed line.

The effect of body shape and vertical wing location for bodies .itt:
frontal areas equal to the baseline body is presented in Figure 35b. As
expected, the magnitude of Ct Increases with %he high wing location. The in-
cremenntal effect of the body Increases as the wing become increasingly
displaced from the center of the body.

The effects of sweep and vertical wing location are presented in Flquras
35c and 35d for the extremes of bzdy shapes considered. Note that the Lsse-
line configuration having a circular body appears slightly off the parometric
line of Figure 35c. As expected, wing sweep angle is a very significant
parm eter.
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Geometric dihedral angle is another significant parameter in the evalua-
tion of wing-body rolling moment due to sideslip. The effect of geometric
dihedral and vertical wing location is shown in Figures 35e and 35f for
circular and vertical elliptic bodies, respectively. As can be seen, a few
degrees of geometric dihedral can offset the effect of vertical location of
the wing. Thus, for swept wing aircraft high wing configuration have negative
dihedral or anhedral and low wing configurations have dihedral to maintain
similar levels of C•B.

The effect of momentum distribution is also a very significant parameter
in predicting the wing-body Ck. Previous difficulty in the analysis of this
parameter is, of course, the primary reason for the development of the present
method. In illustrating the effects of momentum distribution the fraction of
blown span and momentum injection angle were considered. In all cases the
total wing momentum coefficient was held constant at Cp = 1.01. Figure 35g
illustrates these effects about the baseline configuration. Recall that the
baseline had a low level (section cp = 0.263) of blowing outboard of the 70%
span station. In Figure 35g, the 50% inboard span blowing, as well as the

Sbaseline 70%, has an outboard section blowing level of c, = 0.263. The jet
angle, 6 Jet, is positive when the jet is injected downward relative to the
flap reference plane. In this figure note that the injection angle is a
strong parameter whereas the effect of the percent span of the main jet flap
is small, and in general the magnitude of CjB decreases as the jet flap span
decreases. The cases illustrated ;n Figure 35h differ only in that there is
no blowing on the outboard section (outboard potential flow assumed). Note

* that the effect of jet flap span is much greater and the trends are opposite
of those shown in the previous figure. The magnitude of Ckg in this case
shows significant increases as jet flap span is reduced. These two cases
presented in Figures 35g and 35h graphically illustrate the sensitive nature
of the rolling moment derivative to small changes in the distribution of
blowing across the span. Contrasted to the high wir.q location data of Figure
"35h, data for a low wing configuration are presented in Figure 35i. Note the
"-vertical wing location effect is nearly a constant (ACt - + 0.0023) for all
combinations shown. This increment >ilue is also appro imately the same as
shown in Figure 35b, which indicates that body effects can be superimposed
and maintain a good degree of accuracy.

The final effects shown are for wing aspect ratio and taper ratio varia-
tions about the baseline planform. These effects are presented in Figure 35j.
The momentum distribution for these cases differ from the baseline In that
there is no blowing outboard of the 70% span station. The basellne point is
denoted by the circular symbol for a point of reference, Note that the taper
ratio has little effect on rolling moment derivative for this distribution of
momentum. Aspect ratio has a relatively small effect as con.pared to other
parameters examined.
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2. SIDEWASH DUE TO SIDESLIP

The parametric effects of these variables on sidewash derivative at a
typical field location are presented in Figure 36. The field point selected
corresponded to the qU3rter chord of the vertical tail. mean aerodynamic
chord on the Ames IBF model described in Reference 16. This point was main-
tained constant with respect to the wing apex. Effect studies where wing
vertical location is a parameter may therefore require special interpretation.
The sidewash, as predicted by the computer program, is based on a flat wake
trailing back streamwise from the one-quarter chord of the wing. This assump-
tion is a first order approximation to the physical wake location and in
general is sufficient for accurate downwash prediction in the vicinity uf the
horizontal tail. In the case of sIdewash, however, the vertical location of
the field point in question relative to the wake is a very strong parameter.
Therefore, some judgment In the use of the sidewash prediction methods may he
requi red.

The effects of body shape, holding body frontal area equal to the baseline
value, and vertical locatlon of the wing are presented in Figure 36a. Note
that the high wing location shows a destabilizing effect of approximately 35
percent. The base case is again denoted by the circular symbol. The effects
of wing sweep and vertical location are illustrated in Figure 36b. These
cases differ from the baseline in that the body shape is that of a flat
(b/a = 0.5) ellipse. The baseline point is, therefore, off the line of data
presented but is given for reference. As before the high wing destabilizing
effect is approximately the same, indicatinq that the effect of vertical wing
location could be superimposed. As expected, increased wing sweep has a de-
stabilizing effect.

The effect of wing dihedral and vertical location is presented in Figure
36c. Again, superposition of vertical location of the wing appears to be
possible. Positive dihedral increments would tend to cause slight decreases
in vertical tail stability contribution to restoring yawing moment.

The effect of momentum distribution via jet Injection angle and percent
span of the jet flap are shown in Figures 36d, 36c and 36f. Perturbations
about the base case are given In Figure 36d. For this type of distribution
the half span jet flap case shows a decrease in stability as injection angle
is increased. When the small amount of outboard blowing present on the base-
line is removed, the trend reverses, as seen in Figure 36c. The superposition
of effect oF vertical wing location Is again verified between the high wing
cases of Figure 36e and the low wing cases of Figure 36f.

The effect of planform on sidewash derivative is illustrated in Figure
36g. These cases differ from the baseline in that there is no blowing out-
board of the 7O0 span station. The base case is denoted on the figure by the
circular symbol for reference purposes. The figure indicates that increlases
In aspect ratio as well as taper ratio would reduce the vertical tail
stabilizing effect.
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SECTION V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A simplified method has been devised for calculation of lift, axial force,
rolling moment, sidewash, and downwash for jet flapped wing-body combinations
in pitch and sideslip. A number of comparisons have been made with experi-
mental data. From these comparisons the following general conclusions have
been drawn.

(1) Lift coefficient, as a function of angle of attack, is predicted
reasonably well over the range where linearized potential theory may be
expected to apply. In many cases this is true well beyond the normal bounds
of applicability. The exceptions are normal, such as upper surface stall,
undersurface separation from large leading edge flaps, extremely high control
flap deflections, and low Cp Insufficient to establish flow attachment. The
preceding statements are true over a wide range of planform shape, leading
and trailing edge mechanical flap geometry, deflection, and spanwise arrange-
ment, and level and trailing edge distribution of the injected momentum vector.

(2) Conclusion (1) generally applies to axial force calculation, although
it is noted that the planform variations in the data comparisons are more
restrictive. The correct assessment of axial force requires consideration of
the ultimate wake turning as well as the spanwise distribution of vortex
loading. For the cases cited, good results are obtained without direct con-
sideration of nonplanar effects in the near field.

(3) Rolling moments due to sideslip are adequately predicted for wing-
body-vertical tail combinations when wing-body computer calculations are
corrected for the vertical tail contribution. The rolling moment calculation
does not Include the effects of pylons and nacelles, which may have a
significant contribution on some configurations.

(4) The entire EMF concept appears to provide a good preliminary design
working tool. In view of the general levels of correspondence for lift, axial
force, and rolling moment, it Is believed that span load distributions are
necessarily correct to about the same level.

Based on the preceding conclusions the following areas are recommended
for follow-on studies.

(1) The input-output routines should be modified to Include nonsymmetric
momentum injection and flap-aileron deflection. This should provide insight
into engine or duct failure and lateral trim against such failures. For such
cases the yawing moments due to induced drag asynmnetry can become important,
and can perhaps be reasonably estimated by this method. Similarly, the Im-
position of an antisymmetric twist angle should give Insight Into the roll
damping for Jet flap type high lift systems.
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(2) Pitching moment, not considered In the present study, is also a
logical extension. The expected accuracy is not clear because of the simpli-

fying assumptions; however, it is expected that at least first order effects
can be calculated.
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Flap Deflections - Degrees Angle Wing

Auxiliary of Momentum

Main Aileron (Control) Attack Coefficient
af 6ail 6 fa A, Degrees Cp

30 30 0 4 0.51

12 0.51

4 1,01

Same 12 1.02

4 1.52

12 1.53

60 30 0 4 1.05

Same 12 1.05

60 30 20 4 0.52

12 0.52

Same 4 1.05

12 1.05

4 1.58

12 1.58

60 30 40 4 1.03

Same 12 1.03

Al= runs tail on, 5k aileron blowing, 95t on Inboard flap.

TABLE I SUKtMARY Of SIDESLIP TEST R4UNS,
LARGE SCALE NASA-AMES IBF MODEL
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figure 32. Continued

(b) CU 1.01, 6 f 3, 30 , 61iZ t 30, 6 fa 0
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(c) CU = 1,52, 6f 300, 6all 300, 6 fa =O
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Figure 32. Continued

(e) Cv = 0.52, 6f 601, 6ail 30', 6f = 200
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Figure 32. Continued

(f) CU = 1.05, 6f 600, 6ail 300, 6 fu = 200
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Figure 32. Continued

(9) CP = 1.58, Sf = 600, 6ail 300, 6 fa 200
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Figure 32. Concluded

(h) C1 - 1.03, 6f = 600, 6all - 300, 6fu - 400
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AR= 7.28, A= 25, X = 0.4, C, 2.02
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Figure 33. Rolling Moment Comparison, Large Scale USB
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Figure 34. Rolling Moment Comparison, Small Scale IBF Model
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COMPUTER PROGRAM RESULTS

DATCOM EQUATION 5.2.2.1-c
Act6 -1.2 AR ZWING 2 ab

('-) -)PRDEGREE
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Figure 35. Effects Studies - Rolling Moment Derivative

(a) Effect of Body Shape and Size
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Figure 35. Continued

(b) Effect of Body Shape and Location
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Figure 35. Continued

(c) Effect of Wing Sweep-, Baseline with Elliptic Body, b/a 0.5
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Figure 35. Continued

(d) Effect of Wing Sweep; Baseline with Elliptic Body, b/a - 2
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Figure 35. Continued

Ce) Effect of Geometric Dihedral
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(f) Effect of C4.==t'* i ;hcdral; Baseline with Elliptic Body, b/a - 2
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"(h) E ffect of Momentum O|istribat•ton; Baseline with No

"Outboard Riowing
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Figure 35. Concluded

(1) Effect of Planform Variations
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Figure 36. Effect Studies - Sidewash Derivatives

(a) Effect of Body Shape and I-ocation
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Figure 36. Continued

(b) Effect of Wing Sweep; Baseline with Elliptic Body, b/a - 0.5
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Figure 36. Continued

(c) Effect of Geometeic Dihedral
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(d) Effect of momentum Distribution
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Figure 36. Continued

(e) Effect of Momentum Distribution; Baseline with No
Outboard Slowing
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Figure 36, Continued

(f) Effect of Motentum 01s3ribution; Baseline with Low Wing
and No Outboart slowing
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATION OF BODY-INDUCED ANGLE OF
ATTACK ON THE WING

The geometries of the elliptic cross section and its circular transforma-
tion are shown in Figure A-i. The sideslip crossflow velocity VslnB a : the (v,w)
and (v',w') velocities are also noted. The case shown is for the long r.nen-
sion vertical (b/a > I), for which

a2 A.1

transforms the ellipse to a circle. The complex potential in "deslip is

R2 ,~

F(;) = -V sinS[C +
A.2

The complex velocity in the real plane is (note that VsinB is in negative y
direction)

dF
dF dF IIb •T " v + 1w =E- d- - " a

I + a2  A.3

From Eqs A.2 and .A.3. one obtains

4% w (R2 +. S2) __1Zrfj)

*-a V~ (E2 rf + aZ) 2 +4t2n2 A.4

where

-- + 2 2 -I

2 a4

a90



- - 4 , I 

- -

and where

y Z a 2.. ..1. _

. f2 + -2 Z + 2A.6

The induced angle Aa/1 in the real plane is written in transformed coordinates
(n,•) since a quartic solution is required to express it in real coordinates.
"However, the transformed coordinates (n,&) are quickly obtained by writing
Eq A.6 as

(a ) 2

(L) (.) + al a, -
1 (L 2  + ( 2

(al) a •
1-i 1  i-1

A.7

(82 (B__)
n i-ia a

al 2 2
(L- + (L"
81 .i-a i-I

and iterating simultaneously in each step, starting with

al a, a1 al
0 0

The iterated results, with Eq A.4 , give the induced angle Aa/I as a function
of (y,.z) coordinates.

In pitch, the crossflow velocity Is rotated 90 degrees from the sideslip
case,for which the complex potential -Is

F(4) i V slncbody -;
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9

With Eq A.3:,, but with dF/dZ ' v - 1w, tnis gives

, (a2 + n2), + (ý2. •2) (R2 + a 2 ) + R2 a2

abody (Q2 n2 + a2) + 4 - 2n 2

where Eqs A.5 , A.6 , and A.7 apply.

f For bl/al < 1, the appropriate transformation is

a2
z + a -

However, since a2 is replaced by -a 2 , it also follows that

2 (�-)2 - I

a V

14

so that algebraic signs compen-ate when the preceding results are used intact.

9
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Figure A-i. Transformation of Body Cross Section for Calculation
of Body Interference on Wing in Sides~lp
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT

The far field wake is assumed to consist of a rolled up vortex system
which is coaxial with the redirected jet, deflected downward by an angle a=.
The vortex strength on each side is denoted by ro, where ro is the centerline
circulation around both wing and sheet, and is therefore the wake vorticity
accumulated by shedding. The total jet momentum in the far field is assumed
to be nC., where n is the usual "turning efficiency."

The geometry Is illustrated in Figure B-1. The jet and vortex are
approximated by a line vortex and jet as shown, and the two sides are separated
by a distance (7r/4)bAl, where.A 1 is to be determined. The vortices are in
equilibrium at an angle 0. when the freestream crossflow velocity balances the
mutually induced velocity, giving

sin$== K r° B. 1
2bVA1

Swhere K = 4/1t 2 for the rolled wake shown, and where K - 2 for a flat wake.

The vortex o- circulation lift is the transverse momentum per unit length
of vortex, and is given by

pVr° " Aib B.2

from which

CLr ro
S--- " = -- " "B.3

I A12 M2VA,

Integratior of lifting 4ortex loads oirectly glhes

Lr " oV" u B.4

where r Is the avwrage r across the span. From Eqs 6.2 and B.4 It Is seen
that Al - 4/v r/l>o. It Is noted th.z Al * I for an elliptic vortex dlstrlbu-
tion.
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to beThe vortex "drag" force, inclined by 6 to the freestream, can be shown

CDvortex B 2.
, (ro B2

7A 2bV

where B Is the ratio of vortex drag to that for an elliptic vortex distribution
at the same ro/2bV. Substitution from Eq. C.3 allows the preceding to be
written

CD vortex, CL 2 CL(E 2 B.6

7rRA 2  'r~ e r Ir

where er is the span efficiency of the total vortex system.

With this in mind, the total vorticity in the wake Is given by
rOTotaI CkLr

2bVA l A12

CL Total ni C 1 sin a.

"CLTQt~l - C rOTta- -

,afit A12 O/• A1 2bVAI

from which

CLTotal
roTotal 4*AY

U1

2bVAI 1 + KnC 8.7
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The pitch plane projection of the Injected jet is denoted by nC In
keeping with the usual efficiency-turning polar notation. The Trefftz plane
efflux of pitch plane momentum is assumed to be nC and the lateral compon-
ents are ignored. This can be done since the effective "span" of the lateral
components i-,, in the present context, the vertical dimension or thickness of
the jet. This corresponds to an extremely high value of jla /[q (thickness) 2)
(analogous to very high C /A), so that substantially no benS-back and assoc-
iated thrust recovery and'vortex drag are expected. The axial force
coefficient ;s written (see Figure 10)

I

Cx (/ Cp CDvortex

ir~kA 12  A AlA12 71TRA 1 2

which, for small 8., becomes

Cx .nC 11  nC 8 .2 + CD vI 82 X0
Ir~k A rtA2 - r 2 -A A2 8.8

From previous relationships (see Eqs B.1, B.5, and B.6), it is seen that

a 82 K2 ( ro)2

.,CDvortex A

C~t A, 2CL 2r A1ero

Substitution of these relationships, with Eq. 8.7 , into Eq. 8.8 gives,
after some manipulation,

0 ,2 Ke n

= i .C.. .. 8.9

r + Eer (+

Vitt Al

S.....9 9



Terms of order 8 and C /7M are usually small compared to unity. By neg-
lecting their squares Rnd products and accounting for profile and ram drag
the axial force expression B.9 becomes

CL2
...-,," . C- tTot . __I

Cx nCP CD CD - - 2KnC er B.u
DRAM CP •'er [I + .. (i -0 7-2))

4A

Vin two dimensional flow (Mer-*.), the axial force expression B.10
corresponds to a 100 percent recovery of the effective gross thrust nCC,
which is reduced by ram and profile drags. Accordingly, the last term is a
total drag due to-the three dimensionality of the flow, and is therefore
properly considered as induced drag. The induced drag consists of the
induced drag in the normal sense (extended to include the effects of Jet
sheet vortex system) plus a loss of thrust recovery resulting from failure
of the jet efflux momentum to ultimately align itself with the frvestream
direction.

It will be observed that the induced drag at Cu = 0 corresponds to the
C usual expression

SCi= C 2/wAl.er B.11

4.

The span efficiency, er, is of course associated with the spanwise distri-
bution of circulation 1ift over the combined wing and vortex shpet. How-
ever, an additional distribution factor A1 is associated with tie C term.
The presence of two parameters er and A1 in the induced drag expres ion
(in contrast to the usual single parameter er) is explained as follows.

The classic expression for Induced drag, Equation 8.11, is based on a
small wake inclination B. When rigorously developed from Trefftz plane
considerations, this result is in fact independent of the wake angle, 8,
parameter. This Is true for the Induced drag of vortex systems associated
with either a wing or a wing plus jet sheet. The additional Induced drag,
which is the three dimensional loss of thrust recovery, is

CD. C ncu2

It is directly dependent upon 0, where B Is partially defined by the term
Al (Eq. 8,1). It is noted that A1 is the spanwise distance between "cen-
trolds" of the left and right hand trailing vortex systems, normalized on
the corresponding distance for an elliptic bound vortex distribution. In
the literature It is generally referred to as the "centrold of impulse".
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Equation B.1O was developed on the assumption of a fully rolled wake
for which K = 4/f2. However, if the wake is take,, to be flat, K = 2, in
which case Eq. B.10 is still valid. For a flat wake and elliptic loading
(A1 = 1, e r = 1), Eq. B.10 reduces to the Maskell-Spence equation. As long
as

C

F. wTr~ A172«

the axial force is relatively insensitive to K. For large C , with the
blowing concentrated over a portion of the span, this Is notitrue, so a
realistic value of K must be used. It is believed that K = 4/7r2 , for the
rolled up wake, is most reprýuentatlve and is the basis for all axial force
calculations presented in the main text.

Utilization of Eq. B.1O requires that A, and e be calculated. It is
emphasized that these are distributional quantitiei associated with the
tota• vortex system. Some approximation is therefore necessary.

The span load distributions calculated by the method presented in the
main body of the report consist of a vortex loading on the wing and EMF
plus a residual lift term, corresponding to K = 1, for which the conversion
of jet momentum to sheet vortex loading is incomplete. The apDropriate
vortex distribution for calculation of A, and er is therefore somewhere
between the vortex lifts and total lift distributions as presently calcu-
lated, and illustrated in Figures (10a) and (lob) in the main text.

The differences In A, and e evaluated for these extremes are typically
small; both quantities are therifore based on the vortex lift distribution
with K * 1.

4.
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Figure C-I. Far Field Concept for Axial Force Calculation
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APPENDIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM INPUT, OUTPUT, AND EXAMPLE PROBLEM

1. INPUT FORMAT AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

a. Basic Input

The total number of input cards varies according to beth the number
of points used tc describe the plak'form and the number of Field points at
wh'ch flow angularity is to be cal(ulated. Card 1 is a title card containing
70 columns of free-form alphameric data whi'-h is printed out as the output
heading.

The remaining card input Is numerical data. The mlajority of these inputs
are In a floating point format of seven, 10-column fields per card (7F10.0)
and are indicated by "Field I", "Field 2", etc., in the following instructions.
The remaining input is in integer form (212) and is indicated in the following
instructions by "Columns 1 and 2", etc. All integer input is "right justified",
and must be located as far as possible to the right-hand side of the allocated
columns.

The input for each card follows. In certain places reference is made toNote 1, Note2, etc., which follow the card description.

Card 1: Title (70 column alphameric input).

Card 2:

Columns I & 2; NY, number of span stations at which section
properLies will be input (right justified). This Is for
one wing panel only, and will include the theoretical
wing root and tip. 2 < NY < 20.

The following block of cards contains section characteristics for the NY
number of points specified In Card 2. Two cards are required for each point.
Cards 3 and 4 are for the wing centerline. Subsequent cards are input in
order of spanwise location, ending with the wing tip. The locations of the
input points, while arbitrary, should be chosen to include those span stations
at which section characteristics chaige rapidly or are discontinuous. At such
locations, properties should be input both just Inboard and just outboard of
discontinuities in geometry and/or at blowing revels. Section properties at
non-input locations are obtained by linear interpolation. All inputs used are
for mechanical flaps extended but rotated back into the ting plane and are in
a streamnise reference system.
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Card 3: Input the following for wing centerline:

Field 1 dimensional value of y coordinate

2 dimensional cnord, all flaps extended

3 section incidence with respect to the fuselage reference
(in degrees)

4 section zero lift angle of attack, in degrees (see Note 1)

5 main flap chord: wing chord ratio (ali flaps extended)

6 section momentu.M coefficient (see Note 2)

7 main flap deflection, degrees, positive trailing edge down

Card 4: Field 1 6i, jet momentum injection angle, degrees, positive down-

ward fron flap

2 c, jet skew angle (see Note 2)

3 Co,. section lift coefficient, unflaped, at zero

angle of attack

4 leading edge flap chord: wing chord ratio

5 leading edge flap deflection, degrees, positive nose down

Card 5 I Same as for Cards 3 and 4 bat for second point of definition.
Card 6:

Card 7 } Repeat preceding Input for third point of definition.
Card 8:

Card 2(NY)+I
"Card 2(NY)+Z I Repeat preceding input for wing tip.

Card 2(NY)+3:

Field I body width or diameter, dimensional

2 wing height above body center, dimensional

3 body height for elliptic bodies, dimensional, inpui. blank
or zero for circular body
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Card 2(NY)+4

Field 1 drag coefficient; total of configuration profile drag plus
ram drag. (Used in final axial force calculation) Based
on reference area.

2 turnin. efficiency, T1, p-z' ection of resultant efflux
momentum into pitch plare and normalized on input total.

3 increment of semispan at which loading will be output,
i.e., 0.05, 0.10, etc.

4 EOKPCT, permissible pecent RMS error in calculated
effect!ve angle of attack for all control points (see
Note 1), suggested value is 2.0 percent.

Card 2(NY)+5:

Columns I & 2; NC, number of control points per semispan used in
calculation procedure. (Right justified). This number
will include a centerline control point and a tip control
point. 4 < NC < !6. Total used in sideslip calculation
is 2(NC)-l. (see Note 3)

Columns 3 & 4; NPTS, Number of field points where sidewash and
downwash is desired (Right justified). 0 ý NPTS < 20,
blank or zero if none reqvired.

Lard 2(NY)+6: Lccatlon of first sidewash/dcr..nwash field points, dimensional,
optional if blank or 7ero input in Columns 3-4 of previous
card. All loc•ations relative to wing apex.

Field I x (positive towards aft fuselage)

2 y (V.sitlve out R.H. wing)

3 z (posiLive up)

Card 2(NY)+7: x,y,z location of second field point.

Card I(NY)+54. PTS Location of last field point.
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Card 2(NY)+6+NPTS

Field 1 wing span, dimensional

2 aspect ratio (based on span and desired reference area)

3 wing sweep (degrees)

4 d;hedral (degrees)

5 flap hinge line sweep (degrees)

Card 2(NY)+7+NPTS

Field I ALPHAB, angle of attack of the fuselage reference line,
degrees

2 sideslip angle, degrees, positive far incident w-ind from
pilot's right

3 FACTOR, convergence factor. Normally leave blank, otherwise
see Note !.

b. Special Notes.

(1) Note 1: Input Parameters to Aid !n Program Convergence. For
most normal caseruns, the three input parameters which deal with convergence
are input as zero or blank.

.ards 3, 4,. ... 2(NY)+2, Field 4

Section angle of attack for zero lift (flapped and powered). This
Input parameter is used only for setting up an initial point for
ihe convergLunce procedure. Ncrmally, zero values for this parameter
are sufficiently close for convergence. For cases where convergence
is not obtained (output ESTAR>>EOK), a more accurate estimate of
this parameter may be requ!red. Variations of this parameter is the
"most effective means of solving convergence problems.

Card 2(NY)+A, Field 4: permissible error, EOKPCT

If left blank or input as zero, the program internally sets the
value at I% of the input angle of attack of the fuselage reference
line, EOK - (i.)(.0O)(ALPKAB). For many cases a larger permissible
error may yield equally valid results thus requiring less iterations
and computer time.
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Card 2(NY)+7+NPTS, Field 3: FACTOR, convergence factor.

Normally left blank or zero, whereby the computer internally sets
FACTOR to 0.4. If the first attempt at convergence fails, the
computer changes FACTOR to 0.8 and starts over. If convergence is
not obtained on the second time (final output of ESTAR>EOK), the
case may be rerun with another input value for FACTOR. Recommended
range is greater than 0.2 but less than 2.0. Note: Do not set
FACTOR equal to 1.0.

i

The nth term of the nth guess is multiplied by FACTOR. Do not set FACTOR

equal to 1.0 since a singular matrix results.

(2) Note 2: Momentum Coefficient. It is important that the
trailing edge momentum vector be properly defined, since (a) its projection
into the simple sweep plane is required for iterative determination of EMF
size and total circulation and (b) Its projection into the pitch plane is
required for calculation of residual lift and for calculation of axial force
coefficient. The momentum coefficient given in Card 3, Field 6, Is the
magn'tude of the local momentum efflux vector c. per unit of physical span (y
direttion) which leaves the trailing edge, normalized on freestream dynamic
pressure and freestream chord. This is the total per unit of span regardless
of the direction of the efflux. The ;et skew angle e of 3rd 4, Field 2 is
"the angle between the ;ocal efflux ?(. or and the simpl.- sweep plane.

The input angles c, 6f, 6", Ahk and Ac/4 are sufficient for the required
resolution. For I1F systems the efflux from slot blowing is substantially in
the normal plane; for such cases one should input e as zero. In this case the
pitch plane projection or "turning efficiency" n is a fallout quantity
(scrubbing losses are assumed to be accounted for in the input co).

For cases other than the IBF the skew angle c is a sponwise variable which
is generally not well known. The required assumptions concerning efflux
spreading are left to the user's experience, his available flow visualization
and static force data, and his knowledge of wind-on interactions with static
spreading and turning. In general, the Input c and co sl.ould, when integrated
"over the spwn, be consistent with the inp1 , "turning efficiency" n.

(3) Note 3: Spanwise Control Points; Number and kocation. The
spanwise location of the control points are specified for each number of
control points chosen. These are tatulated for quick reference in Table C-1
for four through rixteen control points.

Kost powered high lift systems are characterized by sharp breaks in flap
chord, flap deflection and momentom Jistribution. Control point locations
should be chosen, wherever possible, to give a more or less balanced recogni-
tion to the various segments between these breaks. Best results have been
obtained when major segments of the span have approximately the same number
of control points. It is also desirable to avoid having control points
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located too ;-ear sharp breaks. In certain cases it may be desirable to run
more than one num.'er of control points and examine the resulting span load
distribution.

2, OUTPUT FORMAT

Line 1

TITLE as input

Lines 2 & 3

ALPHA - Reference angle of attack, degrees.

BETA - Sideslip angle, degrees.

Sweep - Sweep angle of the wing one-quarter chord - degrees.

AR Winq aspect ratio.

Span - Wing span, dimensional as input.

Lines 4 & 5

CL Wing lift coefficient in the presence of the body.

CL(CIRC) - Wing circulation lift coefficient.

CDP - Wing/body profile drag coefficient, as input.

CX - Wing axial force coefficient.

ETA - Turning efficiency, n, projection of resultant efflux
momentum into pitch plane and normalized on input
total.

CMU - Blowing coefficient, Cp.

CR(ROLL) - Wing rolling moment coefficient.

Table 1

ETA - Wing station as fraction of semispan.

GAMA/V - Wing section circulation non-dimensionalized on
freestrean, velocity
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CL*C/CAVG - Wing load distribution parameter (section lift per
unit span non-dimensionalized on average wing chord)

ALPHA E - Section effective angle of attack, degrees.

Table 2

X POINT, - x, y, z coordinates of downwash, sidewash points,
Y POINT, as input.

Z POINT

EPSILON - Downwash angle, degrees.

SIGMA - Sidewash angle, degrees.

3. SAMPLE CASE INPUT & OUTPUT

An initial set of control cards are required by the CDC 6600 computer at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio. The card deck as supplied by
the contractor will compile the source program and save the object deck under
the catalog name "HOLMES,CY=4". Once this is completed one must estimate the
computer run time in seconds by the following approximate formula:

TIME ` 7 + 10* Number of cases,

a case being each a,ý combination. For the sample case (one c,S combination),
TIME z 17sec.

The required control cards and input data are shown In Figure C-I. The
"SETCORE." card must be used to initialize the core storage to zero. The
resulting output is shown in FigureC-2.
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NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS PER SEMISPAN

4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0.3827 0.3090 0.2588 0.2225 0.1951 0.1736 0.1564

0.7071 0.5878 0.5000 0.4339 0.3827 0.3420 0.3090

0.9239 0.8090 0.7071 0.6235 0.5556 0.5000 0.4540

0.9511 0.8660 0.7818 0.7071 0.6428 0.5878

9.9659 0.9010 0.8315 0.7660 0.7071

0.9749 0.9239 0.8660 0.8090

0.9808 0.9397 0.8910

0.9848 0.9511

0.9877

/

TABLE C-I LOCATIONS OF CONTROL POINTS IN
FRACTIONS OF SEMISPAN

(a) Four through Ten Control Points per
Semi span
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NUMBER OF CONTROL POINTS PER SEMISPAN

11 12 13 14 15 16

0 0 0 0 0 0

0.1423 0.1305 0.1205 0.1120 0.1045 0.0980

0.2817 0.2588 0.2393 0.2225 0.2079 0.1951

0.4154 0.3827 0.3546 0.3303 0.3090 0.2903

0.5406 0.5000 0.4647 0.4339 0.4067 0.3827

0.6549 0.6088 0.5681 0.5320 0.5000 0.4714

0.7557 0.7071 0.6631 0.6235 0.5878 0.5556

0.8413 0.7934 0.7485 0.7071 0.6691 0.6344

0.9096 0.8660 0.8230 0.7818 0.7431 0.7071

0.9595 0.9239 0.8855 0.8467 0.8090 0.7730

0.9898 0.9659 0.9350 0.9010 0.8660 0.8315

0.9914 0.9709 0.9439 0.9135 0.8819

0.9927 0.9749 0.9511 0.9239

0.9937 0.9781 0.9569

0.9945 0.9808

0.9952

TABLE C-' (Concluded)

(b) Eleven through Sixteen Control Points per Semispan
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UN!VAC(T17vCM6000U) AC'2OUNTPENGINEERFPHONE
ATTACH(LGO#HOLMESPCY=4)

.* SETCORE,
LGO.
7/8/9 (OVERPUNCH)
FOL/ARL CHECK CASE t AMES J/H IBF BASELINE# DEL F=30.

4
0.0 9.405 0 0. .307 1.0294 28.5
0.0 0.) ,338 ,1228 57.0

15.0 4,796 0.0 0.0 .307 1.0294 28.5
0.00 00. .338 o1228 57.
15.01 4.796 0.0 0.0 .307 0.26'8 28.5
0.0 0.0 03i8 ,1228 57.0
21.4475 2.82 0.0 0.0 ,307 0.2628 28.5
0.00 0.0 .338 ,12•8 57.
5,833 2.91 5.833
.25 ,96 0.2 2.0
094
2PA.91 3s769 9.042
24.06 0.0 9.042
24,06 0, 4.296
24,06 0.0 0.
42,895 8.0 27.5 0.0 23.0
4,0 1.0
99.
6/7/8/9/ (OVERPUNCH)

Figure C-1. Sample Problem Input
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A Lp,-1i• .

.-STA.?= .2_,- .)V+r,
- S TA:, ,.', .: ... JL

:SL, .4 ..... ,. J/. -I,

T ~ ~ ~ 't..I-L 4 ... ' L F:.A

:L "I Y( :- .. )")•,, .,,":•(,"L L)

-t * u,.J,}SU . 0 . S 3 ,J - . 772

-. IiJ;iO li , . •-s ," -,.~. 1J?1 -. I 2
1. 2i A A) J . J. 7

.•I,}•, -19 10 -f5;5-,-.2 7 ,

2-1 1,-,G 1 L. 7n,• - U.• 7 3 9

) L POLIT Y PI T 7 2 OI:.T .-PSILOEJ SI!Th2A

2,. U 0 0 , 0 1 C .[ -,J -• "i I "- J 2 17, -,,.3 E 2. 1 7• "

U.- . ) U L,4 0 GL 4. 2 3 h 5J7 1 j i 2 3 2 2

2,.U-)U"I5 G G. 3h i'lu 2 . 1 .227-;. 2 -. 3-, 4c
6'). O,) U 9 0..3 lb 0 j " 1 .0 9 f I 1 1 .47 04'ý . 7872

Figure C-2. Sample Problem Output
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APPENDIX D

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING

The original computer program was written !n Fortran V fo,- the U'ivac 1106
DEMAND System. The program listina which follows hrs been adapted to the CDC
6600 computer at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
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PROGRAM UNIVAC( INPUY.'OUTPI!TPTAPE5=INPUT I'Afl-E6=OUTPuJT)
¶COMW1ON HS PAiqt 8,ALPHAA (3 t) ,A pi o ,C (,5))

1 G (3 X X(3i, ) ER-OU5 ) .EC (6 tALPHAE(,5
2 ,Al3cAT1(3;)PYTAB(20),ALPz-L(20)
3 tNYtCLAM
5 # CMUTAB 120),CFOC IN(20) tDELFTB (20 ),FDEL~JT[3(20 ) PKwAKE
6 #EPSTAB(20)tSWE P#LAMHL#BETApSGAMACLOTA3(21j)
7 tCNOCIN(20)#DELNTBC20)

INm7(% R BMrl3MPiF BrAP2
i±MENSION CTAB (20) ALFAE1(3 )tETAII(6.5)#

I ETA(4(B.PHII(3 )pALPHAI(3.lGAMA0V(j5 )F
2 CLCO-A(6,))#CDICOW,-.(5fl,
3 ALFAI(.5 )vHSTAR(,3Jp,5
4 # PHI12 (3 ) pPH 1('40),FBAR (3 )G~3AR(6 #,5 t SUM48 (3

v CROLi-(3 )#TITLE(11))
6 PXPB(20)#YPI3(20)FZPII(2iJ)
READ(5tl1: 2) (TITLE(KK')vK *Z
READ (5p4) NY
RAD=57,296

4 FORMAIT (312)
PRINT=O,.1

10 DO lb I~ltNYp2
READ(5#26) YTA3( I) .CTAB(1). IWTAB( I) ,ALPL( I)

+ .CFOC-IN(I),CMUTAB3(I),DELFTI3cI),DELJTL3(I)
A- ~+ PEPISTAtBcI),CLOTAB(I),CNOk.ItIeI),DELNITBcI)

READ(5t26) YTAB3(I+11,CTA¶3(I+l).IoJTAB3(I+1)tALPZL(I+l)
+ .CFO(.,IN(I+1)#CMUTAB(TI1),UELFTLHI+l),DELJTt3(1I+I)
+ ,LPSTAý3(I+1),CLOTAB(I+1.Ct4OJIN(I+1),UELNATL3(c+1)

15 CONTIUUE
21) FORMAT (bFlU.;))
25) FORMAT (oF1011.)
2o FORMAT(7F1U. I)

K WAKF:1
READ (5#2o) DIAb#ZvWI1NGp,'3MAJOR
READ(5.P20) CCDOT#E7VACMUOL-LYpEOKPCT
IF (EOKPCT.9LE *0 1) CL.PCTzl %U
R4EAD (b#41 tit it PTSý
IF(NPTS-.LE,'J) GO To 63 4
DO 65 KP= 1 o PTr-,
RF.AD05,2U ) XPt3(KP'PYI-YP(RKhP) ZP(KP)

3 LCONT I I AJE
3 .,'4 REAID C5.)tfL) liARPSaL Pv(,AMWLAMHL

TAPF14=CTAU1tJy)/(TAt3( 1)

C AvG~tj/ AP
6t0 READ t'~p2ou ALPHALi, tETApVACTOR

IF(.ALPHAi3.Gý2.." ) (00 TO 7M.3
IF(1ACTON)k), 7

*f:AC TOR=0, 4
t7 C Of T V A-

49Q F014VAT 101
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50 F0P.MAT(/P14fXALPHA BETA

1 7XAR SPAN')
60 FORMAT(9XF6F10.2vF8.3#7 XPI 1 )

P1=3,14L59265
PGCORP=1 0
M:2*Nl i-1
NY;' PAN=2
BmZm
MP2:M+,2
MP3=M+3

BMiP2:E3M+2
f MUZERO=BMP2

M1=M+1
Nr IMU=Ni i-i
CLAmL-Co SVCV~Eý_P/RAO)
SLAM=S IN -VWJE, P/RAD)
TLAM=SLAM/CLAM

6') DO 80 NU1,pM
PHI(NU)=(PI*NU)/(M+1.)
ETA (NU)=C0S(CPHIC NU)
Y=ETA(NU)*B*0.5
AHSY=A13S CY)

CA OHDY(ALPHAU.iETA#DIA~t3,jNMJNd. iAFO
C(NU)=GIRC(At3SYYTAiteCTAAA,\JYtl)
Ivj=GIRC(AbSYtYTABpIWTA~bNY,1)
ALPHA (NU)( I 0+ALPHAt3+ALFCO13 /RAO

80 C ONT IfHUE
ETA (MUZERO) =1.
ETA (BMP1 I-, .0
P~il (MUJZEPO) =U.;
PH I WtMPi lP
DO ~41) N tI.

ý1 DO _50 NU:1.M

D0 21) M-1JLO' P=1 ,tiP2
Mt,,= ILO -P

6 F!HAW CNt Mi) =0:,,

1 IJ ~ * ( . ( M-.+ f .) 0? .!p

1;)7 Tei0AM=1.+(tb.PGCCo vTLA.A1+(Ab1..,(FAfrjU) -LTA(%-1j) /CCNum
+ iOP (i4jPGC OPR-TLANmt CAB IETA (fu) +4ETA t mu) ~/C( Nl)J

TNOC~ti1P5C~OP *(ETA(N1%)+CTA(M¶1) ý/Ct1jt))

- ETACNUi) 'OPGCORi TLA 4/CCf~tn
F OtJRA:.+( tjAi., S ('_'T A ( 14,) arPO P '*T LAM) /C (I u)
FOOPji: -.*PGC0CP*ETA (NIJ)/C (Vi!))

F~v~:(~w~ 'Ti0As )+CTAOU*-2) /UEl-j0~mP1-1.U
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FIVEM=(SQRT((TWOAM*12)+(TwiOB*"2) /DENOMfW',-1.U
SIX:2.0*TLAM*SQRT( (FOUJRA* 2)+(FOuJRB*v2) )/(DEN~omý.'*DENIOMP)
IF(ETA(MU) 1 0,12')#,L)!

110 IF(MU-NU) 1 5pl 8#1 5
115 THRE:-1./(B*(ETAu'4U)-ETA(MU)).ýPGCORi/C(NuJ):

HSTAH(NU#MU)zTHRE *FIVEP+SIx
GO TO 1250

118 HSTAR(NUtNU)z-TLAM+SIX
GO TO 1250

120 IF (MLJ-NU) 125 I ,28#',It)
125 THREIz..-I/(B*(ETA(NU)-ETA(MU),*PGCORiý/C(NU)

fHST A R(NUP MM)-THRE!- *F IVEm
GO TO 1650

128 HSTAR(NlUNU)=TLANI
C
C ETA BAR= ETA .GE* ZERO
C

130 CONJTINUE

180 SUM=(1./(2.*(BM+1)) *(FBiAN(NoMU)*HSTAR(NUPMtJ))+S.IiM
21) CONT INUE

GI3AR (NUt 14) =(-l./ (2,.* (1M+lfl)* (FL3AR (NpMUZEHO) *HSTAR(UNUo MUZENO)
+ +VBtAR(Nv13MPl,*HSTAR(NU#BMP1) /2*0)+S~UM

30 CONTPIUE
40 CONT INUE

Do 40b NUZIPM
DBONU L4t) =0 I!1,

Do 402 NlU1IMv
LU(rl4tj !)=Lb (HUs H)+MU1 *S311WICU1*PHI MW) *SIN(MU1 *PIJI (t-) /(M+16)

1 *t)IN(PHI(NU) (.
4012 C ONT IIUUE
4 )b C ONT I '4UE

D 0 l)U N :.1,v
430J A(L4tUoi~)=LB3',CU.)+GB3AR(N4U.N)*iiPGLCOR./C(NOi)

AC (110 111 1) =A (1,10o U-t/ (C (NW) *,lAM~i~
ry3 (Of T T-I.JE

7 1 T F ( 6 U IA t-U#:I ,N1 oM ,Mt):: I

W17 PN, A T~ C.74 1 41S T~ 1 A. HSA~ t 11 AU F-I N '1 *

')'471 IPOWMAT(4(1 U* i 91A~ 1,110 p I ,Its 1)=9.1C

7-"ilo C OIT I iitIF
FOKzAHS(FO.xPLT/I0 t*ALPHAHI)



79826782 LPA

CAL GUES AWJ :FACTORPLINJE)
CALL S'LVE (NI ItEOK F IT IE P E'STAR FACTOR)
WRITE(6t910} ITlERt-.7OK#ESTA:

910 FORMAT(lX##IT ER'f#13if EOK~v.F10*50' ESTAR'tpFiU.b)
Do P20 Iz1.M
£ ALFE=ALPHAE (I) *RAD
CL1=2.*EiG( Il/C( I)
DALFA,^,ALPHA-- I)*RAD

9 20 IF(PRINT*GT'.0.J.)' WRITE(bo925) ETA(I)#DALFE#CL1,L)ALFA
925 FORMAT(lXt4FIQ.5)

fq RITE (6 #4U0
WRITE(6#1 i) (TITLE(K ,<)#K-•*lp 8)

It 2 FORMAT(8A10)
WRITE (6 tbO)
&U~lTEibp,)0) ALPHABt, ETA#SWEL-PeARE3

1051) CONTINUE
SUM48T=Oo
DO 120,. NU=IM
S11M48(NU)=o,.
DO 1180 NZ10M
SUJM48(N.LJ)=SUM43'(N4UI+Ldj(NUP1u)*G(N)/a.0

1180) C OHT IPUE
SUM48TN3T+G(NUH+G , NO *SM,48 ( NU)*S Itl(PHI (NU)

12J CO!4TIWtE
CL)I921z(PI*L½.'CAVO)/(M+1)*SUNl48T

1250 DO 130 1=16M

!-ýP2HI =~ W :P I

ETAIIC IPl)=-ETA(Il
Y=ETA( I)*bt*,b
AbSY=Aic( Y)

AE:ýAL/CLANM
GAM.A0V ( IPJ ) z(ý,( I 't

CLz.(..)PG /CC I
Lps=IN.C (y, YTAB~o EPSTAB # fY # I

HLM'.S ,~PLANW:L /4AUi) /RAU +LO LAMHL:/NAU)*ýfLAk/P0

CE Nit p kI Atp 0 iLF U # cNY.
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CDICOC- IPI)=CLCOCA(IP1)*SIN(ALPHA'¾1)-ALPHAE(I)

ALFAE1 Ci)=ALPHAE(I)
ALFA I( 1) =ALFA11 (I)

10CONTIUE
CLCO(K- (MP2)=0.f)
C ROLL' I P2)=0.s'J
CDI2O' (MP2)=O-
GAMAO /I(MP2)O=0.J
F t I T( AP2)=P1
E',Al (rvP2)=1.0
CL ( A (1)=0.(
Cf ChCLL-(1) ZO s'
C( jcoc (1) =0 -U
GAMAOV (1)=ý
ETAI U )=-1 .0
PHII'Nl)=0.

C WRITE(bP77ii) (KF' PPHII(K' )PK-i1,bMP2)
C WHITE(n#,7 7i) (K ,PETAII(Ký-eKk =1L.3MP2)
C wRI7E (6 #771'9) ( K- PCLCO 4 K r ) #K - =1 # MP2)

7-1 FORMAT (4(f PHIL ('t12p# ' .F1U.rW
7178 FORMAT(4( ' ETAIf('.12.' )= ,F10*).~)
7.'9 FORMATN(v( CLCOCA('#I2t$)z',FlU.,b)

CMUTZO o
Do 1,305 KU=2#tNY
KLJM1ZKU-1
CMUTz mUT+ (CMUTAt3 (KUM1) *CTAB(CKLMl) +CMIJTALi( KU) *C TALCKU,

1 (YTA~iHKU)-YTAB(KUJMI)f/(ti*CAVG)
13505 COt-TIHjUE

CLT=QTAd(ETAI¼tCL 0 AP1,MI-2)/)*U
CROLT~oTAb3(ErAI!PCROL ,.P',t
CDIT=QTABiUCTAI1PCU1-0C.1.MP2)/ .U

LIO 1310 N1, N
SUM4oGUýj)*'-)Ijt(PrII(tN) +U'

C CX 'ALCWiLATjI0N PER Le 1JAWILT1

Al=4,*CL92I/CPI.CUco AMf~
XKHAk=4,/(PI. 2)

"3=5(LT* 2/e1PjAP*L(tAh, V$ 2)

Ili) FORMAT (/#lXe' CL CLLCIWCI CUP-".
1 CX ci TA c m L 0 C(X1L-)9

720 ti~jTt' o ,7ti ) CLT # L921 PCDOT vCY T#E T ACMUP C.'-%.T.#o 00,T
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A750 FORMAT (,'P5X'' ETA GAMA/V CL*C/QJ'AVrtp
2 f ALPHA Ef)

OUT:U..
ABSi3ET=Ai3S ( ETA)
DO 7 2 I11,2U)
Yw=-1.*0+DELY* (I-1)
IF(A[DSET*LE. 0,)1) Y'w:J*O+DELY*(I-1)
CHE'i.•-YW
IF (CHECK) 7!b75#7`)F

756 OUT=19U

Yw=1.0
YWPHI=09

f GO TO 1759
757 IF (Yoi) 759p7)8#7t)9
7b8 YWPHI=PI/2*O

Go TO 1759

759 IF(Yý1+1) 775#175j6#17-)8
17b6 YWPHI=Pl

GO TO 17b9
17583 YOJPHI=ACOS(Yw)
1759 GAMAw=GIRC(YWvPHIePHlIiGAM.\OVtMP2, I

C 'iITE (6 p92~ft))PYol PY'iPHI
CLW=GINC(YwPHI.PHIIPCLCOCAPMP2,2)
CD Iv'J=G IRC C Y,'PHI PPHI 1 9CD ICO!. P MP2 P,2
ALPkPIGINC (Yt.vPHI ,PHI !2 *ALPHAIiM.2) *NAD
CMoJzGIRCC(Y~PHI t HI loCNICO * PMP2 #:}'
ALPE=GIRC(YwiPHI)PIII 2,ALFAE1,M,2).NAD
TEMP5=GIRC(Y:JP'H'.PH-T1 2pALFAIM 2)*RAD

7 oi) :JRITE(!,.7 0) Yw#GAM-kyieCLhiALPE
770 FORMAT (bXtlFIu").S5XolF O5i~u~iFU5

IF (OUT) -, '2.t 1'2. t)

7,2 COTIJuu-J
7 1) IFCUiPTtS 7!2.74W.7i31
781 CAL' FIE.UPUTI3 AL !~,ETA*SeiE Pt(.jAM

2. sPH I IoGA¶A OVvX P13 oY POZ PU o IP,21

78~3 %TOP
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SUBR~OUTINE CUES', (1NSpFACTOR# LIW~E

COM"ION ;jS',PANtBALPHAA(3 ) A5p ) C(lp
1 SK I P ( ) v X ( 25 -)p.5 ) tOE(3.'W( ' F) ,E( .3rxSET
2 tSKIP?(3'0tYTAH(2U)pALPZL(20)
35 PNYPCLAM
DIMENS;ION TEMP(3 t 2e)Go )sEH-SET(.i )PTEMAL&6))
RAD=57.296

* I=3141 5926L)
NC P~ r S
M=2*tNS -1

IF(NS PArNj.E0.2) tNCP=,.%
HCR. tli CP+ I
IF (LINE-2) 40P2-') U

C
C THIS POPTIOrI COMPUTES A LINEAR SOLJT ION FOP A FIW-T GUE¶)

40 D0 1t)0 I=1vNCP
Y=Ay3S5L)*o54rCOS(PI*I/(M+1)

ALFLIJ='l1PC(YeYTAB3,ALPZLeNlY?1)
TEMALF C !)=ALPHAA '(I) -ALFL-O/PAD
DO 10k J=IiN(.P
IF ( I-J) 'U pb t)Ii"!

t) TEMP(I vJ) =A (I oJ)
(7O TO 10'

1511 C ONT I fHE
CAL' (,JPV( TE NPt4.Po,5 P0,P! 1. lEH)

I W) FO~iAT (1Xs I IEP :.12 11 1N VWLSiý1tl FOP LltlirAy- '-OLUT 1011'

171) CAL YA %IY T v t Lý,A P ýti , Id1'-02 *.5 .0 *

y ( Ip1 ) I )/ (C( I).i I) *P I 4LA~i'.) A-4LH 0/kAL

XY-ýT (I ax 1)

EP- 2T tn It~ I) =co YE (1.1)l

j=22 ti1 I21C'I

t c
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GO TO 248
240 IF(J-I) 245F235:24-
245 X(IJ)ZX(I,1)
248 XSET(I)=X(IJ)

250 CONTINUE
CALL CALC(NS",,ERRSETE(J))
DO 260 I-2tNCPP1
IMI=I-I
ERPW•( I, J)::ER ,SET( IM1 )

260 CONTINUE
30J CONTINUE
50', RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE [3ODY(ALPHABL3ETADIABZWINGBMAJORK3,Y ALFOOB)
IF(OIAB) 50t,)-p2'5

25 IF(BMAJOR) 30P50#26
26 IF(BMAJOR-DIAB) 60P30F60

C
C CIRCULAR BODY CALC-ULATIONS
C

f30 TESTzY*ý2+Z4ING**i2-(DIAB/2.0)* 2
IF (TEST) 50 p3-)

35 ETABOD=2.0*Y/B
ANUMZ (ETABOD*B/DIA13) * 2- ( ZING*2*/DIAB) *,2

*ADEN=( ETABOD*i3/DIAB)*tý2-(ZWING*2.,/DIAB)*K'2)1 3
+ +'4.0*(ETABOD*(L3/DIAJ)*(ZWING*2,0O/DIIt3) )i:

BNUM=8*0*ZWING*Y/(DIAB* 2)
BDENZ(4,0*((ZWT NG/DIAl3)*ir2+(Y/DIAB)*ý-2)*'.
ALFCOB= ANUM/ADEN4)*ALPHAB+ (i3NtJM/tBDEN) *t3ETA
GO TO 10

C

*C NO BODY9 RETURN WITH ZERO ALPHA EF ECT.
C

? 50 ALFCOBZO.0
GO TO 10

C
C ELI IPTIC BODY CALCULATIONS
C F3MAJOR (VERTICAL)# DIA[3 (HORIZONTAL)
C

60 A1=DIAI3/2.0
Bl=BMAJOR/2*0

A2= ( t31/Al 1,2-. *) /4.u)*

TEl*A=ZWIG/A1
TPSI=Y/Al
TE¶STz(Y/Al)*1.2+(Z,;,lING/bl)*e2-L.0
IF(TESýT) o2p,r 3 po.5

o2 ALFCOB:(J.l
* GO Yl0 10
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6148 DO 75 Ilt~8o
IT=IT+i
ETA=TETA
PSI=TPSI
TPSI=Y/A1+U(A2*PSI)/( PSI)*-k2+(ETA)*i2))
TETA=Z4INIG/Al-( (A2*ETA)/(PSI**2+ETA* 2)

65 IF(AI3S(Pl3I-TPSI)-.0Oi 1) 8.)P30#75
75 CONTINUE
80 C ONT INUE

C wRITE(bop91)) IT#Y' ETATF-rA#PSItTPSI
ETA=TETA
PS.I=TPSI

C69) FORMAT(lXpI4#6F1).5))
BNUM=(R2ýA2)*.Js*PSI*ETA
BDEtNz(P-51* 2-(ETAO: 2'4A.')* .+(4.**CP-5I,!2)t:(E~iA*.2))
ANý)Ml:(P;I*t2-+ETA*ý2)*.2+(P(-Iic &-LTAv~2(JA)~2A
AD~rJ1:ePSýI* C'--ETA~t +A .)*2.-+4,Ck PSI* 2),1ETAt ,
AL-FCO3=( 'AtIUMl/ADENtl-Iouy*ALPi.\di+(i3NUkM/BiUEN)*iAETA
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SUSICUT7:NZ rJ7VcA#N#NL#.:'"Lt'-RR)
c A Ir- INrUiT ARPAY WHICH WIýLL Lr DCETRCYCT

- N 1 !Mf:*.':CA: CI- A
- E~LI' TEST VALU[ Fe" r!ý

z -RR:~ :S' VALUE: ~T UP. , -r ýMV:Tl :j TICC :MA'LL

TC' 140 K=19,'
"':VOrTo .0
:r IF LAPR'[T 1%~C; Iý ARP7X LC TIrva

1. CF X J -'A. NIU
rIFV CS:A ( A K1dE Y -" F VC

IO~(K I J
~ONT-NU7

1211 CNT:NUr'

c WAP- '^WL

' J' NT

* ~ ~ ~ 11 :c:7- (I'X 1) *L

At^!7X -)tA-t1K :F

A(KT60X):AKCX

:r ( 1 (K ) 11.1f)l79

7 CT~1

s w A ' c, ^L126



-.1 ON TNU'

:2 N T'NNU'r
At KDf iY-: I :O !(

:44

K:'14 - K N

ý'NTM7U
IS 1ý7:1,N

IZEX:(I:E-i

:AtK'EIE:-

::tY:J- u-.::r

71 T ZT I
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FU%'C TIC N C I ýC (A PC Y YN X I C
¶ AITKIN TINTEIPILAT70N

X:=%C7PlCNDENT TACL7
L C ':~T TA'LE

"IJX::NUMS7. VALV:S X TAILT
c lC'1 FIfc-T CPCr)[ :1r.TEC7FLA`TCN
c 13=2 SE::NL ^uf)ZR lNT--rLA~lZCN

D'lIN I 4X l o (. 9 X 4 Y ( ) LZ 3 t F 2

:F 7c13IS(2II10,:r,2

IC TC 4ý

IF( X I ARS 3n1,30-tZ 5

N, T i

3 E 1':1
y^3 Tr'~ 45

4 T-Y4 =

C ý T C !r
4-- 7ýy :1

45 E 5 C 1
XX t ,) :X I :. ) - 4 r

CC (l: :yt:.1)-y)

Gu 1f4 3-

C(

-3 3a :Z,

OC ' ~:: X )I O j t
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:Iu3RVuT:NZ MAMhPY tRL9PCZZT.c'Rý ltJtKt ?MPtVPCtMP:)

-,XEtI:SICN PF, (I) PCS' t 1 PRCý'C1)

0 S T-- 0_7T -M IJ T: P L:
C ~ PLUCTMA~r:X

% -'FJM~E~l ýF R"W IN Pn~ (NUM2ER R7iOWS:IN PICC)
J - NU M5 1 Cf F CCLS "IN %r.E (N~d.JUEER OF ROWS IN CT

c K N- NJ M LC- CF ýCLS 'ýN ?NCT t(NUM~2EI OF CZýL- !N 0OST)

Mr -- C6 c:":w::CN Cr C- (F I R: rlU R! PT)
-- w~C' :'7:~;T -j J S ̂RI PT

CW - :YW NIJC% CF PRCZ (F-6R:T S UCRIVT)
S10 L I vK

CCPP'PU FICCUCT -'Y `.LU?'týZ rP~' SlUPYATI0ll, cF 'RICULCTS

IrART:*'
L P A :'ART+.1
U F?' Y C'* U :: L

JPAPT:JPART. I
DUMMY =P"' PAT ""'TJiq)+UM

IC c : i
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4:T A -2A IN'"EPAT-It: PCUTINro
C ALLINC TEC

c A::ZTAC(XtFX,,.J
Z X Iý A T.A2L: ZF V%-UI TE ~rM A!:'L'7T# FX :;S T'A TASLE' Oý* VALUES

CF "ri FUNC-ICN, 7Y,(rJl f(X(Il). THZ NTLC.OATTCN 'At- FPCM XUil
ZTO' X ( j
CA PAQAEC.A :S Fh1,771 7C THE rc:tNT:Z C7Y T14R'-[!). THE AREAS RESULTI"'O
ZARS SUMK:Z.

"' J N'TIO'* I AP~(Xe F X#I#
ME~ZVX(1)try (I)

LM:: J

T3XK+7-(K I

T3:X (K. 2 )-X(KI

:7=X(K)-AlIX(K).A2.X(K).XU..:)

X23:=2X(K4Z)**

4 L:Up++(iX(j)-X(j-l.))* (rXtj)FXI,,-L))/Z-o
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SUBROUTINE SOLVE(NIS'ý'EOK. ITiEPESTAHFACTOR)
CO0M ýAO N [IS-. P A p8 S KI P (1 8 ) PX (,3p5 tý5)P.E R: 0k(3 X~ ), ,S T A R(
D IME N cIO0N E HiS T R )B(53i )U N IT Y(~i )DX ST A P(),5D E H!T(25

IT VER=1
NTR Y 1

M=2* NS',-1
IF(NS ,IPAN*EQ.2) NCP=M
NCPI)1 ZNr P--+l
RAD:57 .2%

5 CONTINUE.
DO 15U J1lfj,NP,'1
DO 10U K=1#NCP,)1
B(JK)=ERO0 (J#K)

1J CONTINUE
150i CONTINUE

CALL, 6JRV(BPNCP'1.25 .0.IR
IF(IE.R ) 16Qt17JP16:)

160 4JNITE(boljb) LER'
165 FORMAT(1X,9IEP =tI1hFROM GJRV MATRIX INVERSýION'I)

IF( IT EH-10 ) 9btJ.r16 4 v.6L
164 DO nO 11.#NCP

i.,RITE(6t 2) (E(I)PIzlNCP*i')
62 P0PMAT(1X#*E(I)½1r'jE .4)

DO 7 o I =lvr iC P; -
7it wR ITE Cuo 71) 0 ER 0- r(I ej)pj:1 *N:P-'1l

(.AL -MA T MPY (E P0 U N I TIY tNC P 'I#NC P[,tPNCp P,. I

DC) I TE I1-)7) (N I T " )pJ

1u)7 Uk YA T (1I X o IT Y J). t0 E.IJ -4)

1 t,.? I I' I

F iP AT  ( I X( I NV.! *.( I .J) , I)

'j )XT( 3 1 KST1 ( 1

3e C of T I'rt't'

XCAL CAR ( I '

3 k FP',T ( I =, 'E. S~i- I *RAU*'

*I4T~U~o*351) F.ISTAP
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391 FOP~ii.'(1XofESTAR~',E14#7)
IF (ESTAR-EOK) 40;)L p}

40:1 6O TO 10;)1
53ii EmAx=E(1)A NEXCH~1

DO '70 -K=2FNCP:11
IF(EMAX-E(K)) 60it7 )t7..)J

61J NEXCH=K
EMAX=Ei(K)

7U'l C ONT I 1IJUE
E.MlIN=Ec1
NMflrl1
DO 7253 KZ2pNICR)1'
IF (EMIN-E(K) 725t72i'#71-

715 EMIN=F(K)
75MM IN=K
7bCONTINUE

IPR(EMAX-'ESTAR) 750#760#80J
7 5:) w RI T E( 6 v7 5 ) E S TA P PEMA X
7b FORMATUtXPIESTARZ',F8*40' IS GNEATEP THAN~ EMAX=##F8,4)

GO TO 950
"760 wRITE(bp7o5) EMAX
76'j FORMAT(IXp'ESTAR IS EQUAL TO EMAX=*v,F3.4)

GO TO 950
Hi) DO Thi-)l I 1t: 1 *CP

I! P NEXCH) XSTAR( I
85)J CONTIPUE

DO 90J JJ=2#NCPk'1
i. !MIý-J -I.
ER Oh(J~j tNE XC i) =E:Ni-";TR (J,;M1

90 CcWITIWJE
S( 'J.-,XCt) =FSTAR

I T t- 4=I T I -+ 1
GO To 5.1

9')0 s 'I TfY #'') 9,M E MM MIt n *O
()' 1: OMA T( E RO :' *I1U. L OK FU .)

9o2 Kr =,.

IF (K'- I
%~7 t;ONYATtl111

~)'8GO T *) ( 9dlJ # U 1' 1J fe~ Ks-,

c K, 11 A'~' Lý C4L GUE.'; AGAIN ij5I;', THE~ Mi111A

9 DO !'?7~I:tiC
I P1:1+1

971 CmT I.'

FACTOP:O .4

50 TO '10
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C
C K k K:1 vVE WANT TO PRINT OUT MIN ER:,)P'uN OLUTION.*

980 DO 9B32 Il~t:,rICP
XSTAR( I )=X( I INMIN)

982 CONTINUE
CAL!. CALC (NS'.,,ERP~STR#ESTAR)

C
C Kl,:K= PRINTOUT MIN X AND ER!OR SOLUTION.

9 '0 00 9 4 I1;1#14CP

D'xSTAN Ii)=X( II;NMIWl*RAD

94C ONTIINUE

&,RITE(bp.5 0) (UEHWST(I)tl:1,NCP)
WHITE(6#.i90) E (NMIrj)
GO TO 9o2

C
C K .-4 CHANiGE ONE olm THE Mj[. X VALJEL).

1 I. ý -PRITE (6t11 0)
1I U FORMAT( TYPE (12 P 1U. ) NO. ANDU IIL,, vALUE FOR X.)

Iel- ( IrI-.''P) 1 7 p1 ;7, 0
1 5 FORMATcI2,F~o.
1 7 X(I t;~t):~~qd L

DO L20' I.=ltfNCP
XSIAtJ(11i):=X( I r p 1

1 21, (.ofIT I,, -E
(-AL 'A (NY,'jER '-J-,'-# STAtiý)
E(H M IN)=E':TAý-l

Ox"-TAi-,(1! )zXlTA~tI *iýA
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4. SUbROUTlrwE CAL (NS PER. cýETtPMSER
COM!,;Ol4 NS iPAN#B, ALPHA/\(.36)#A (,5pit(55

1G(3 ) PX(3ý` f ) tERN'OP(3..5ip .) #E( ') j) PXSLT(3

j2 FALPHAI(3J,)YTAB(20)#

3 ALPZL(20)t[4YPCLAM
bj tCMIJTAB(20) PCFOCIN(2U) L)ELFTB3(2L)),DELJTi3(2L)),KWAKE
6 ,EPSTAL3(20),LAMLAMHiLbETA,$GAM-\,CLOTAB(2'J)
7 P CNO,-I i1(20 ) #DELt rB t(20)
UIMEHS~ION FR 'I-LT(3i5)
PEAL LA\Mv LAYHL
P1=3.14 592o"')
RAD=57. 29b
St3ETA=SI (IL WTA/ HAD)

lCP=NS
M:2*Nc., -1

IF(N8- PAN.EO.2) NCP:m
THETAz(LAM-43ETM)/HAD
FLIP=1.0

DO 10 I=I ;NCP
Y=AHS(½*.'l,#COS(PI*f/(NM+1)
1I1I, Toi Hl THEFA=(LAM+bETA)/RA[D
IFz1CTNS FLIP=-1.U
IF( leEC.ri6* THETAZLAM/HAU
IF1V. 1 *1 ) i- FL I PJ.
CTiiETA=cOý)( TiIEA)

FPL-)GHC(Yo (TAB3,EKlT)VL~tY,1 I/RAL
CN*UCWRC(Y.. ýTALdp(-'lMlT'VieUY l)*.0c~tEP-3/(rCIiEtA*,.ý)

CNO.::GIRp-cY#TAvCtoMItis,!lYll

UELFAT''~(rA;j( ~LF- 1/~AU *~A%4) #iJA[)

OFLII=AT (T AW ' ELI 1/ AJ I ' A' *kAJ

U)'. L J=A T Tj A?~ U'. + J' L.JY5) W AU) LA ~AU- iELF-

XSLO= 'I t, I Ai i s C UFll ! s:Y #ALA I /~$~A

c CL Vi ( I ýA,'L'TIO' LIlT 01ILY

C01

CAL 'iA T 'PYAt~ G -,~-t I
0 0 %,-) 1 ,I = 1 n

-1 yT (11 XI - T f 1 ( I!-ALPHAF I t l.ALPI.'AI I I ,J~t
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41 k 3j,): SUMcLJV,+ER SET( If) 2

XNCP=N(APRA
RMSERýZ(SQRT(SUM/XNCP)!*RA
R~ETURN
E ND
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SUBPOLJTIrJE HACKET(KtiAKECF0Cei)ELFCNIOCDELNtALPEALPICM~UDELJ,
* I DELALFPCOCP)

C EQUIVALENT JET-FLAP PROGRAM USING CLOSED) FORM SOLUTION4
C OF JACOBS EQUATION,
C INPUT*
C CF IS PHY'SICAL T.E* FLAP CHORD (POSITIVE)
C DELE ISý_ ToE.FLAP ANGLE, l'N.NT CHOPDF JEGWNL S NOSýE DO0tl
C ALPE IS FFFECTIVE Ir4CIDLNCE RELATIVE TO CHORDLIWE C
C CMU Ir, FLAP E3LOwjING MOM.ENTUM LOEF. ICiE[NTP 93ASED ONi
c PHYSICAL CHORD C
C DELJ IS3 A.NGLE ~KwFNFLAP CHORD AHU JET

DIMENSIONl A(Ln ,PSII (Lb) F(4)

ALFDEL(X) 2*0/3,.14 19* (SORT (X* (I .)-X) +A-SIN(rIQRT(X)
PI=3,14:)

2 CO P=1*0
C FP OCP=CF OC
GO TO 20

3 IF(CFOC-) 2'0vr
4 CFOý_=O. I
SP12zPI*Pl

PS i I( -I u
XPv'If/2. 0

Px' DE F) =P AI*U
X0ELNNRAt* )ELN
X0ELJHkAD* Jt U

XALPEHlRM)*ALPE
i 'TA:1 .- ti:~O(

I XALPIl=PAU*ALPI

SI Nix P= . 11. t x P)

,It4 I T -0.)l W p

P/=AC(Thj T i

I = . - ( EE~-AP
At I oz$Il

*At III~l
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ASM=SIN(0,b*CA(N)-XP))
CHECK=ZCHECK+F(N) *(A(N)*XP+XP*SIN(A(N) :-A( N)*SIN-XP

$+;?#*ASM*ASP*ALOG(ASM/ASP))
1 0 CONTINUE

CHECK=CHLCK4-XOELJ*XP*XP

ANSI=CHECK/ (1 .0+COSXP)
ANSJ=0 .25*PI f:CMU* (SIN( XDELF+XDELJ+XALPE)

4+ -SIN( (KWAKE-1. )*XALPI))
RESZABS (ANSI -A3S( ANSJ)
TOL.0, 1l
IF(ABS(RES)-TOL)10*t'tL ,ib

15 IF(RES) 40plUJP30
30 XP=(PSI1 ( )+PSI11(2) )/2.O

PSI1(3)=PSI1(2)
GO TO 50

'40 XP=(PST1(e2-)+PSII(3))/2#0
PSIl (1 )=PSI1 (2)

50 CONTINUE
IF( (11-50) 12F 12p98

98 '-,,RITE(6,1Fj RESPTOLPALPEtXP
1:3FORMAT(l SOLUTION FOR EQUIV. JET FLAP HAS AN ERRi:#pF8.,5#
1 ' TOI=tPF7.5,t XST'AR',F10.5p' PSI1z'#FlO*5)

1i~j CONT INUE
COCP=(1#0+COSXP)/2*0
CFPOC'"P=(1#0-T)/2*0
CNPOCPZ(1*0-T1)/2zO
EMFOCP=(i.0-COSXP)/2.0

20'! ADFzALFOEL(CFPOCP)
ADEMF=ALF-DEL(CEMFOCP)
AD NZA LF E L (CNPOCiD)
U)ELAL.F=(1.0/COCP)*( ;ADN-1.0)*XDELN+ADnF*XUELF-t-ADEMF*XDELJ)

250 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FIELD (NlI19NPTSF BtALPHABP L3ETAS'_,#%WE*:.Pp GAMAP
1 PHIIPGAMAOVPXPBPYPBPZPB#MH2)

C PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATION OF THE VORTEX-INDUCED SUBSONIC-FLOW FIELD
C BENEATH SWEPT AND UNSWEPT WINGS.
C REFER'F NCE NACA REPORT 1327 BY WILL-IAM J. ALFORDP ~JR.
C PROGRAM BY A* E, HOLMES OF DEPT 72-74*ý-k--FEB. 1967*vI,
C UPDATED ON JAN lb 1971

C UPDATED FOR SUBROUTINE FOR JET FLAP HIGH LIFT PROGRAM
C 23 OCTOBER 1976. AEH
c CHANGED TO HANDLE ASYMý,!ETPICAL LOADINGS3 25 OCT 73. AEH
C VELOCITIES INSIDE CIRC. 'LE OF RADIUS S ARE ZEROED OUT. 29 OCT 73
C LAST UPDATE 27 NOV 7,ý.

DIMENSIONx XP(20)t YP(20)p ZP(2U)t X(50)p Y(51J)t
1 Z(50)#GAMOV2(50)
2 tPHII (3's))pGAMI\OV(3 ) ,XPB(20)#'YPB(20) tPB(20)
PI=3*14159
RAD=180o /PI
TGAM=SIN( GAMA/RAD) /COS( GAMA/RAýD)
TLAM=SIN(Sw4Er:-P/RAD)/COS--(SWE:-.P/RAD)
NVORTSz50
VORSPA=B/5-70.

t S=VORSPA/2 *0
BETA=1.0
DO 4+0 Jz1,NVORTS
r'((U)=-(B/2o0)+(VORSPA*(J-1))

ABSY=AL3'(Y(J))
Yv'IPHI=ACOS(2.0*Y CJ)/B)
GAMOV2(J)ZGIRC(YWPHI&PHITPGAMAOVMP2,2)
X (U)=A13Y*TLAM

b9,)9 POPMAT(
40J CONTIHJUE

SALF:(, IN (ALPHAH/RPAD)
CALF-COS( ALPHAB.'RAD)
S;BETA=SINU3ETAS'./RAD)
CHETA=CoS (BFETAS, ./PAD)
DO ')( I=10NIPTS
YP( I)=XP[3 (I) *SB3ETA+YPB CI) *C[AETA
XP1( I)=2-~i(lI)*%ýALF+(XPL3( I)*CI3ETA-YPLi( I)*¶iLBETA) *CAL-F
?P( I) 'Pi( I) *CALF'-XPi3(I) *SALý-

50) CON,%TINUE
WIRITE (bill')

I FORMAT (/ oebXpl 1 P0 1NV1 Y POIN14T 7 POINT p.
1 I EPSIlLui 'SI(,MAtP/)
DO 20 1::l i1PTb

_)0MGF0=0
uO 11) J=1 #NVORTSý
DELXz(XP(I)-X(J) I/UETA
DELYP=YP( I)-Y(J)
DFL7:;'P I)- (J)
QY:vDRSPA/2 *U
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DNR,ýSQRT( (DELX/S)*--2+(OELZ/S)*4*2)
DN',QMR:5ORT( CDHSQ*ý2)+( (DELYR/S)-1)* 2)
S!.)ELP=( 'DELYR/S)-1 )/DNSOMR
C 7 {ELR=DtNSO/ONSQMP
DN4SOPR=SORT( (DNSO* 2)+( tDELYR/S)+l)*k2)
SN'BETRz= (DELYR/S)+1 )/DNSQPR
CSBETR:DNSO/DtNSOPH
SNGAMA=(C EL-X/S) /DNSO
CSGAMA"= CDELZ/S) /DNSQ
IF(DtHSO.LT*1,O) GO TO 62
FWRPL= ( NGAMA/DNSQ) *(CSN[3ETR-SNDELP)
GO TOL 64

62 FwPPL0O.!
64 IF((ONS;QPR.LT.1.0).OR.(DNSOMFP.LT.1.U) GO TO 78

F WR P LZF-iRP!-P
1. ( 'DELYR/S)-l)/( DELZ/S)* 2+( OEiLYFR/S)-1)* 2))*(i+S5NGAMA*
3 rcSOELk)+(:(DELYR/S)+1)/(UDELZ/S)*;2+
4( (OfLYk/Sý)+1) *42) )* (1+SNGAM-A*CS¶3ETP)
FVHPL=((L)ELZ/S.-),/( DELZ/S))* 24( D)ELYN/S)+I)* 2)1 ýk11+SUGAMA

2 *C(-;BErPn-('OELz/S)/( LJELZ/S)* 2+
3 (UJQLYR/Sj)-1)*.2))*(l+SNGAMA*CSD)ELP)
GO TO 80

78 FVR~PL=Uo
80 IFCDNSQ.LT.1.O) GO TO 8

FUPPL= (CSGAiA/0N0S) * (St HE Tk-YiJIEL!ý)
GO TO 90

.18 F URPLz.=) I
9U l;UMGWF=,:LJMGF:%,i+ (U~A-MOV2 ( J) *FWPPL)

CSJMGFV=SLJM(tFV+ (GAMO0v,-(J) *j FVRPL)
SIJ)MGF0U'YMGP! 1+ (GAMOV2 ( ) *FUPPL)

,,-A OV =t.UM(,7P Nl/ (4P I
VA0 ! = kJMGF V1(4 P J4 :A

FWsLON= c ATAN%' AlOV/ ( 1 +tJAOV/) tt)l. 3

"SIGM-A=-(AT.\tIVAQV/(1+U.AOV) *).
ULO()=(1+U.AOV)*,*24VAQ/)* i4+;AOV* ;

,-MITE (Uie1 U) XP'U( I) e YPJ( I)o ZPtM(I * EiPSLO.'Io SIGCPAA
11.0 FORMAT (hXv9iF109'))
20 COnTPIrwJ

RF. TURtN
E ND
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